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Day of Silence Meant as Protest Cornerstones Near

Chuck Pratt

EROS Pres. jared Hoffman '07 (right) helped organize the event
EMMA BAYER
STAFF WRITER

Trinity students participated
in a Day of Silence fd speak out
against violence or discrimination against gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, or questioning
students. Students remained
silent for eight hours to echo and
protest the enforced silence of
many gay, lesbian, bisexual, and
transgender people.

"For too long, the silencing
of LGBT (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual
and Transgender) people and
their allies has been the norm,"
explains the Gay, Lesbian, and
Straight Education Network,
whose Web site provides information, support and resources for
the national Day of Silence.
The Day of Silence attempts
to reclaim silence as a tool of
protest, and has taken place at

schools around the country since
1996; Trinity students have participated for the past three years.
"The Day is about raising
awareness of a sensitive subject
in a way that is noticeable without being obtrusive," said Jared
Hoffman '07, the President of
EROS (Encouraging Respect of
Sexualities).
"People . notice when you
don't talk, and it draws attention
to the issue," points out Claire
Haley '08. The silent students
are "people you know, people
who are in your classes, not just
protesters you can ignore," she
added.
At Trinity, the Day of Silence
was organized by EROS, the
Women's Center, the Coming
Out Network, and SafeZone.
Hoffman said that "participation
and awareness of the Day of
Silence as a presence and as a
concept was a lot stronger" this
year at Trinity than it had been
previous years.
He calls
increased participation in the Day
see GLBT on page 8

Finished Draft
DAVID PIETROCOLA
NEWS EDITOR

ourselves accountable and maintain our focus," she said. "When
Cornerstone leaders and com- we are faced with a decision about
mittee members are in the midst of how to spend our resources of
preparing a final draft for release time, people's energy, and funds,
in early May after receiving a sec- we'll be mindful of the goals we
ond round of specific comments have set and make the right decifrom the Trinity community last sions."
week. After reaffirming the supDirector of Institutional
port of groups on campus, admin- Research and Planning Kent
istrators are expected to take the Smith voiced similar objectives
plan out to constituencies off-cam- pertaining to target goals and key
pus for feedback and then- progress indicators. "It is clear that
endorsement.
the Cornerstone Plan document
Citing a large and thorough needs to be shortened with a clearresponse from the community er fociis on a few key goals," said
after the first draft was made pub- Smith.
lic, Vice President for Institutional
From the commenting phases
Planning and Administration and discussions with the College
Sharon Herzberger said that no community, Smith stated that the
major changes are expected two issues with the widest consenbetween plan versions. Instead, the sus are "the need to increase our
committees are developing specif- endowment and the need to
ic goals and progress indicators to increase our financial aid," while
meet those goals. "By publishing areas marked for improvement in
set goals and regularly evaluating the draft include a clearer focus
and publicizing progress towards
achieving the goals, we will hold
see COLLEGE on page 7

Concert in Library Supreme Ct Justices Visit Trinity
Mixes Modern, Old
ASHLEY BELL.
FEATURES

ABI MOLDOVER
outstanding were the charming
PHOTO EDITOR alto voice of Claire Nasuti '08 and
On Sunday, April 17 at 8 p.m. the clear, sweet tenor of Devin
a team of 44 student musicians— Homanul '07.
mainly singers—entered the
The next section of the proDiBenedicto room of the library gram featured popular songs from
to perform a concert. If tickets the 1960s. "California Dreamin"
could be sold to the library then it made everyone miss spring break
would have been a sold out per- while showcasing the vocal talformance, but as is, the two levels ents of Cara Bertini '05, accompawere filled with only standing nied by Erin Barclay '07 on the
room remaining. .
flute. Incidentally, both girls are
The-program opened with a members of The Quirks, who also
medley of waltzes by Brahms, sing the The Mamas and The
some of the "best songs of the Papas favorite.
'60s...the 1860s" joked director
Ellen Kaye '07 then brought
Gerald Moshell. Vaughn Mauren to life the number "Follow Me"
'07 joined accompanist Christine from Hie musical Camelot, a piece
Melson at the piano for these 14 which Moshell described as a brilpieces sung in German. Written liant throwaway song performed
in four parts for either a choir or a in the musical by a "kind of wood
quartet, Moshell decided to use nymph." Anyone who has ever
the best of both worlds by inter- heard Kaye sing anything doesn't
twining choral performance with
solos and quartets. Especially
see LIBRARY on page 14

EDITOR

Trinity alumni Lieutenant
Governor Kevin Sullivan '71 and
Supreme Court Justices Richard
Palmer '72 and Christine
Vertefeuille '72 paid a visit to
their alma mater last Wednesday.
Hosted by the Trinity Alumni
Club of Hartford, the "Evening
with the Justices" event welcomed other alumni, as well as a
variety of students, many of them
part of the Student Ambassador
program.
The event took place in the
Washington Room. Students
talked with the alumni over dinner where the tables were a mixAbi Moldover
ture of Trinity undergraduates and
successful graduates about the Sullivan, Vertefeuille, and Palmer pose for photos after the talk.
different education and career
paths that each alumnus took,
exploring the various options that
can follow a college education.
Read about:} \\i&-J0&thX^
•HrnHH
Following dinner, Sullivan briefly
Anniversary of tkeJojginalipeF-:
introduced the Judges, who then
formahce of' Peter^asi-i and!• gave overviews of the Supreme
"Jony-fiiaminaied Aj^ss:Oaihy:: V
^gby'sfai^eU}p'r^d^Mi0nofit-:
and Appellate Courts.
M:the:siamng::;io^i^thiimM:::
Palmer, who graduated Phi
Beta Kappa with a Political
Science degree and went on to
ffiaMBSj|JSfe;:;''"-:;
law school at the University of
Readabout'[ftb
Connecticut, first gave backtht6t:: canilii iMs-M&SM^::K
ground on the Supreme Court. He
explained that the seven judges
are all appointed by the Governor
should b&piidMtMtwbfiapposingfy:
and then approved by the Senate,
MewpdiMisxixtp^:3P§Mfi§imi«$
re-approved every eight years.
Justice Palmer has been on the Opinions: ;^':f
Court since 1993, showing that
::Mmmiicemieiitsmr::ypa^e::16''
not only has a Trinity alumnus
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The Concert Choir Performing in the Reading Room.
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see ALUMNI on page 12
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This past weekend the Tripod Centennial staff, along with many members
of Trinity's staff and administration, celebrated the Tripod's, One Hundredth
birthday. We threw a formal dinner party in Hamlin, and" had a wonderful time
discussing the Tripod's current state, it's long history and the role that is has in
our personal lives as well as on the life of the college.
The discussion at my table centered on answering the question of what
constitutes a well-rounded liberal arts education. After the question was posed,
the members of oux table were quiet, slightly daunted by such a broad and complicated question. Given that the semester is quickly coming to a close, and for
seniors the same could be said about their entire college career, I thought it would
be appropriate to share some of the answers and opinions expressed during this
discussion.
Among the first of the responses ventured was the ability to see things
from other people's viewpoints — that to be truly educated, one had to be able to
not necessarily agree with but at least have an understanding of other people's
perspectives. Another opinion was that it was important to come away from a
well-rounded liberal arts college education having taken a studio arts class, studied a musical instrument or taken an arts oriented class. The importance of having participated in a team sport or some form of physical activity was also
expressed with one of the reasons being that the connection between mental and
physical health is often necessary and important. Branching off this idea was
the importance of participating in some form of team activity,, whether it be a
sports team, working in group projects or participating in an extracurricular
activity that gave its members experience in working with others.
While the opinions expressed during this discussion were varied, everyone left the table with a better understanding of what he/she felt were the most
important skills to aquire by the completion of their four years at Trinity. While
this may seem like a simple and obvious question to think about, its importance
should not be underestimated. I encourage everyone to examine what they want
from their time at Trinity and then make sure to accomplish it by the time they
graduate.
The Timity Tripod is published every Tuesday, excluding vacations, by the students of Trinity
College in Hartford, Conn.
The Tripod office is located in the basement of Jackson Dormitory.
Address all correspondence to: The Trinity Tripod, Trinity College #702582,
300 Summit Street, Hartford, CT 06106-3100
Visit our website at www.trinitytripod.com
Subscribe to the Tripod: $20 for 11 issues (1 semester), $35 for 22 issues (1 year}.
Editor-in-Chief
(860) 297-2583

Show Respect Upon Church Leader's Death
To the Editor:

Eliza K. Sayward '05

Business Office
(860) 297-2584

Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5 p.iu: on the Friday before publication. Letters should
be addressed to the Editor, not a particular individual. Letters over 300 words in length and opinion submissions over 800 words in length will not be published, though exceptions may be made at the editors' discretion under special circumstances. No unsigned or anonymous letters will be published. However/names may
be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not publish any letters deemed by the editors to be an
attack on an individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions expressed will be given a fbnunL
All letters are sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of the
Tripod. The editors of the Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters for clarity and/or brevity.
Letters may be submitted via:
.•'.'Campus Mail Box 702582
; E-Mail: tripod@mail.trinc61I.edu • •:
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As a practicing Roman
Catholic and a person who recently lost a loved one, I found James
Steven's article regarding Pope
John Paul JJ disrespectful and
insensitive. Although the Pope
may have had opposing beliefs
from the' author, that does not
make it just for Stevens to attack
him just after his passing. Now is

a time of mourning and respect
for an influential world leader
that we have lost, regardless of
your beliefs. In the future, please
show more respect and kindness
to both him and the people of the
community whom this loss has
affected. Let them mourn in
peace, not in your anger.
Sincerely,
Jillian Nelsen '04

Pope's Contributions Downplayed, Distorted
To the Editor:
I was appalled when I read
"Papal Legacy Mix of Good,
Negative" by James Stevens. I
see no "Good" in this article.
The first line, "The Pope is dead"
shows the author is using the
Pope's death as an excuse to
shock readers and to lash out at
conservatives. Many of the
points he states are worthwhile
and should be discussed, but none
of them are supported. He even
goes so far as to joke about an

racist beliefs, simple research
would show that Africa is very
dear to the Church because it is
one of the few places where vocations are on the rise. I strongly
suggest reading "Global South as
growing force in Catholic
Church," an April 5 article from
the Christian Science Monitor.
According to this article, "Since
1900, the number of Christians in
Africa has jumped to 390 million
from 8.7 million ..." Also, for
information on how Catholic
Relief Services is working to

Many of the points he states are worthwhile ... but none are supported.
insulting tone, "My personal
favorite is pretending the Pope
was actually cognizant for the last
few years. Sorry, that wasn't
right." Furthermore, after bringing up how the Pope opposed the
use of contraceptives and brought
this message to Africa he writes,
"Could it be that the Pope is only
concerned about American and
European fetuses and not African
children?" If the suggestion is
being made that the Church holds

fight ATDS/HTV in Africa go to
www.cathohcrelief.org.
Liberal thinkers herald political correctness; however, if you
hold such an ideal you may not
apply it selectively. The Pope
did take strong positions that
many people disagree with, but
doesn't he deserve the same
respect as others upon dying?
Sincerely,
Scott Troost '05

Take Body Image Into Account, Even in Jest
To the Editor:
hi the last issue of the Tripod
there was an article concerning
quad-life etiquette. While I can
appreciate the humor behind it,
comments such as "don't get
skank-wear happy" and "when
you bend your knees ever so
slightly, you look like dough bubbling up out of a pan, you're
probably better off investing in a
nice pair of capris ... and not of
the stretch variety" are simply
perpetuating body image stereotypes against women.
The article addresses the larger problem we have on this campus that all body types are not
It

JL ©

considered beautiful. Somehow
it's okay for womento-wear"miniskirts if they're tan and have
spent a few hours on the
Stairmaster, but not if they don't
fit into a predetermined beauty
standard. This seems woefully
inappropriate considering everything this campus has recently
been working on to make changes
to how our campus treats women.
While there are constant
images projected onto women in
the media through television,
magazines, and even through
casual conversation and jokes, it
really isn't something that should
see STUDENTS on page 4
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In the past week or so, there have been at least five sprawl-worthy
days. FT has gotten nothing done. literally. PT "reads in the
sun" for hours, but all PT gets is a pleasant nap, hit with a frisbee, and a sunburn. Scorecard: Spring 5, Professors 2.
The Tripod celebrates its
100th anniversary at a formal dinner on Saturday.

FT got to eat cannolis with
Jimmy and Jan. Be jealous.
Be very jealous.

Concert Choir performs in
the library.

One more way for PT to
avoid work at all costs, this
time for the sake of music.

Course registration is here at
last.

PT, major undeclared,
can*t wait to fight for spots
in classes.- Bring it; -;
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Student Groups:
Unite for Change

Something &

ABBIE GARRITY
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR

ilar goals.
However, we are doing so
Leaders, activists and stu- separately from one another.
dents at Trinity frequently talk of While we strive passionately to
the many problems that plague promote our causes, we rarely
our campus. Trinity's culture, join forces with other groups on
lack of acceptance and scarce campus. It is extremely difficult

WHAT
BUDGET

... Trinity's problems arise from the fact
that Trinity lacks unity amongst its student organizations and groups.
diversity are cited as some of our
major problems. These issues are
frequently discussed; however it
is always difficult to put a finger
on the solution, or even to determine a starting point for change.
Ultimately, Trinity's problems
arise from the fact that Trinity
lacks unity amongst its student
organizations and groups. There
are various small groups and
large organizations on our campus that are working towards sim-

for all organizations on campus to
get co-sponsors and attendance
from members of different organizations when coordinating a
campus event, party or discussion
for various reasons. .
I believe the manner in which
to achieve the nebulous goal of
unity is to improve communication between all groups on campus. Currently, it is extremely difsee INTERACTION on page 5

Should Student Leaders Be Compensated for SGA?
Singling Out SGA Is Unfair to Other Hard-Working Students
DAN SCOULAN
BUSINESS MANAGER

A proposal is underway to
pay
Student
Government
Association officers for their
work. The supporters' argument
is two-fold.
The-weaker argument claims
that neglecting to pay SGA officers discriminates against students in need of financial aid. The
stronger one claims that paying
SGA officers will revive student
interest in the SGA and make for
better student leaders. Both arguments are flawed.
SGA
President
Isaac
Goldstein has argued that the
work-study option offered to
financial aid students often pre-

pays all students regardless of
their socio-economic status.
Thus, the proposal is not intended
to solve a discrimination problem. Any assistance to financial
aid students is simply a side effect
of the proposal, and is not a good

... neglecting all other student leadership positions is unfair.
reason to justify the action.
Despite its failure to alleviate
the problem of discrimination,
some believe paying SGA officers is appropriate as their positions are jobs like any other.
Therefore, they deserve to be
paid. Yet singling out SGA offi-

Most students have the ability to be
involved inwork... in addition to their
academic responsibilities ...
vents them from seeking SGA
positions since a paid position
must take precedence over an
unpaid position in an extra-curricular group. For one thing,
work-study is not designed to be
an overwhelming burden on students. Work-study positions take
from five to ten hours out of week
that lasts 160 hours. Most students have the ability to be
involved in work, student clubs,
and/or athletics in addition to
their academic responsibilities.
Secondly, the proposal is not limited to compensating SGA officers who are on financial aid. It

newspaper serves the student
body by spreading valuable information and serving as a forum for
students to express themselves.
There are many other organizations that can claim to have the
same value to the student body

cers to be paid and neglecting all
other student leadership positions
is unfair. Many other student
leaders spend the same or a
greater amount of time at their
positions than SGA officers do. In
addition, SGA is not inherently a
more important job than other
ones. I know from my time on the
staff of the Tripod that editors
spend more than 10 hours per
week at their jobs while doing
work that serves the entire student
body. They are committed
because the work is self-rewarding, despite lost hours of sleep
and large doses of stress. The

and accordingly an equal right to
be paid. Community service
organizations like Green Campus
and ConnPIRG provide opportunities for every student to do service work. Students on the Honor
Council and various committees
such
as the Curriculum
Committee and the Presidential
Search Committee provide a student voice on essential administrative functions. TCAC plans
parties that provide students an
important social outlet that
improves the sense of community
on campus. Why shouldn't leaders of these organizations be paid
as well?
While supporters may claim
this initiative will eventually be
extended to pay other student
leaders, this is in no way guaranteed. The SGA may be able to
afford to pay its own leaders, but
it is highly unlikely that the SGA
could afford to pay all student
leaders who provide equally valuable if not more valuable work.
On the other hand, there is
see STUDENT on page 5

Payment Would Improve Quality of Leaders
BETH FRAZIER

their college years. Many of you
will recognize that those "college
At the center of any important years" also come with financial
institution is a core of individuals responsibilities which include
dedicated not only to advancing paying for tuition, textbooks, and
the institution, but to serving its the cost of everyday living.
constituency to the best of their
There are Trinity students
abilities.
who cannot ignore these financial
In the case of the Student burdens and who must work
Government Association, the* either a part-time or a work-study
constituency is everyone who is job to pay for their college educareading this paper. It's the student tion.
When there aren't enough
body.
Without the SGA, there hours in the day to do all of these
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR

Without the SGA, there would be no
student body voice within the administration of the college
would be no student body voice
within the administration of the
college.
From allocating funds for
theme housing events and campus
parties to speaking out against the
integration of first-year residence
halls, the SGA works every week

activities, the cuts get made
where the money isn't involved.
In other words, it comes out of the
time put into working for you.
In speaking with friends
regarding this issue, and as SGA
Secretary, I have often heard the
argument that "those people ran

There are Trinity students who... must
work either a part-time or a work-study
job to pay for their college education.
to improve life on the college.
for that position, they volunteered
At the same time that the for it."
leaders of the SGA are working to
The executive officers who
improve our lives, they are also run for positions in the SGA do so
leading their own lives. They are because they want to improve this
students who are working on their school. They are the people who
senior theses, playing sports, don't just complain, they make a
working for other clubs and trying to find time to relax and enjoy
see COMPENSATION on page 4
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Students Should Wear What is Comfortable
continued from page 2

be handled lightly. This campus
has a problem with eating disorders and body image, it doesn't
help an already severe problem to
dictate what is and is not appropriate attire using only the subjective system of beauty with
regards to one's weight and tan.
More to the point, the article
focused on what women should
wear, not men. In my opinion, the
point should be "wear whatever
you feel comfortable wearing
because you want to, not because
you're supposed to." Personally, I
wouldn't want to wear a mini
skirt on the quad because its
windy and I'm OCD and have
issues with grass stains, so that's
not comfortable for me. But anyone who loves his or her body
enough to wear a mini skirt and

tube top should feel free to do so,
and any guy should feel free to
run around topless catching
Frisbees whether or not he has a
six pack.
The point is, your decision to
wear something shouldn't come
down to whether or not you fit
into a very narrow standard of
beauty, it should come down to
what you personally want to
wear.
Come out to the Quad wearing whatever you want, mini
skirts and baggy sweat pants
alike. We would, however, like to
ask that you leave your
Stairmasters at home since it's an
awful lot to fit onto one narrow
quad.
Sincerely,
Hillary Bennett '07

Student Suggests Name Change for Tripod
To the Editor:
Coming to this school and
finding out the name of our newspaper was the Tripod sadly disappointed me. I don't feel as though
this label evokes interest, and
quite frankly sounds boring. I
think of a tripod that you set your
camera onto to take pictures when
I hear this term.
I propose that a change is due,
and that we modify the name to
"Trindepth News," 'Trinforrna-

tion," "Trindependent," "Trinsight," "The Trinsider," or "The
Trinity
Tattler"
instead.
"Trindepth News" is my favorite.
The
second
suggestion
"Trinformation" was of course
stolen from the Trinfo Cafe. "The
Tattler" is a common internationally-used title for a newspaper or
magazine. Thank you for your
time and consideration.
Sincerely,
MiaWilkin'07

"Bipartisanship" Misleading
Rock the Vote Displays Decidedly Democratic Leanings in Awards
KATY BYRON

OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR
Rock the Vote is supposed to
be a non-partisan organization. It
says so on their Web site. So why
do I keep getting e-mails hailing
all that is Democrat? I subscribed
to their newsletter during the
election. Since then my Southern
Connecticut
born-and-raised,
Republican feathers have been
ruffled many a time by the emails the organization has sent
me.
The most recent offense was

continued from page 3

him from office.
The Trinity student body must show its
support for making this college a better
place to the people who are willing to make
it so.
Until the student body makes a pledge
of commitment to the leaders of the SGA,
they have little room to complain. If any-

While it is true that they volunteer, isn't it also true
that we want the best peopleforthe job to volunteer
their time?
in that case it is our loss.
If we as a student body wish for our
representatives to not only continue the
good work they do but to further that work,
we must support show them our support by
helping them out financially.
There is widespread concern that the
proffering of money to those who would
run for executive positions would attract a

one doubts the time commitment and workload of the individuals on the executive
board, perhaps they should consider what
they would do if there was no outlet to
complain about things such as first-year
residence hall integration.
Students who are ambitious and concerned enough to want to help this school
should not be punished simply for the fact

The Trinity student body must show its support for
making this college a better place to the people who
are willing to make it so.
new kind of student leader, one who values
the cash more than the office.
It is ultimately the choice of the student
body to elect their representatives, but
should they elect someone who considers
the office of President or Vice-President
more a trophy than a responsibility and
fails to perform his duties in office, the
SGA will deny him his stipend and remove

we live in a democratic society, Security. Does anyone smell a
and I wouldn't have it any other theme here?
way. Now what I do have a probThe celebrity support is what
lem with, is the people who run really worries me. Almost 400

All media postings since February have
been knocking Bush's plan to privatize
Social Security.

artists back Rock the Vote; everyone from Boyz II Men to Kid
Rock has jumped on this bandwagon. Young Americans are
blinded by the star-power behind
this group, and are oblivious to
If this celebrity-celebrated group is really
the plain-as-the-nose-on-yourface propaganda being trumpeted
unbiased, why is Senator John McCain the
by the organization. Rock the
only Republican... being honored... ?
Vote and its VIP backers are send, ing the message that Democracy
an e-mail sent out on April 12, group is really unbiased, why is equals the Democratic Parry;
advertising their upcoming event Senator John McCain the only
If that's the message that
this summer in Washington. On Republican national leader being Rock the Vote wants to send ...
June 8 the new age, power-to-the- honored on June 8?
fine. But just change the mission
people organization will honor
Elsewhere on the Web site, in statement from "dedicated to proseveral political leaders, celebrating their 15th anniversary.
Rock the Vote and its VIP backers are
Honors will be awarded to,
sending the message that Democracy
among others, Senator Barack
equals the Democratic Party.
Obama, former President Bill
Clinton and the Black Eyed Peas.
What do these people have in the media section, the youth tecting freedom of expression and
common?
empowering group has been cited empowering young people to
Like I said, I'm right-wing, in articles involving blatant Bush change their world" to something
but that does not mean I hold bashing. All media postings since to the tone of "vote Democrat and
malicious feelings toward those February have been knocking you're cool" and just get it over
to the left. I am well aware that Bush's plan to privatize Social with and call the kettle black.

Compensation Would
Ensure Best Leaders
difference. While it is true that they volunteer, isn't it also true that we want the best
people for the job to volunteer their time?
Without the financial means to support
themselves at school, the best people for
the job may not have the ability to choose
the SGA over working a part time job, and
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that they "volunteered" for the job. There
may be people who are the most qualified
who simply won't "volunteer" because
they can't afford to. Are we willing to let
those people slip through the cracks?
The very least that this student body
can do is to support the people who are
willing to do the job that the rest of the student body won't do.

Rock the Vote. Their Web site
explicitly states, "Rock the Vote
is a non-profit, non-partisan
organization ..."
If this celebrity-celebrated

Along tne Long Walk..

I t makes me not want to study, it makes me
want to barbecue ana drink."
-- Christina Saunders *o5

"It's killing them; I spend all my time outside now.
~ Alex C-ook. 07

N o t having study habits is my new habit
because of the sunshine.
- Aislyn Plath '08

D u e to the fact that I m taking two "classes during my Senior .Spring I wouldn t
call it a rigorous study schedule."
— Tommy \Villiams 'oS
Compiled by Maggie Downing
Photos by AbiMoldover
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Student Leaders Worthy of Pay
continued from page 3

Questions and Queries for President Jones.
Question: What do you feel is the
biggest foliy of previous administrations? "
:

There are a few cardinal rules per
taming to the presidency to which most
of us religiously adhere. Once one leaves
a presidency, one never goes back unless
invited, and one never, ever, interferes in
iii Johnson
any way, large or small. When one assumes apresidency, one never comments in any public forum about the decisions
made by any of one's predecessors. And finally, one never does anything, in public or private, that could not be printed on the front page
of the local newspaper.
In a chapter I have been asked to contribute to a book coming out
later this year on the academic presidency, I wrote that omniscience
does not summarily come when one takes office as the president of
a college or university. The best way I know to avoid making mure
mistakes than positive decisions is to surround myself with individuals who are smarter than I am, to seek their counsel and advice, and
to discuss every critical decision with my closest advisors. In the
chapter referred to earlier, I call these counselors "the rabbis" for
obvious reasons. Even with the best of advice from one's "rabbis,"

Once one leaves a presidency, one
never goes back unless invited, and one
never, ever, interferes in any way...
presidents, not being summiirily omniscient, do from time to time
make mistakes that one's successors might rtie.;Wim the appointments that have been made and that continue to be made at Trinity,
we are trying to assemble the A-Team of "rabbis" to help fashion the
institution's futureprogress. .
Here at Trinity, one could point to the Life Sciences building as
proof that not all decisions are borne out through the tests of time.
The aesthetic beauty of the campus is apparent to ail who ever set
i\u>i lic-ie. The Long Walk, the Chapel, MCEC, the Raether Library,
•<•:. :•-.- -A' stunning examples of American academic architecture.
_*-*_o.v' :hc ;,ife Sciences building "fits" into an aesthetically sound
lii.i.Mur j)i«»i! continues to escape me. On my visits to my faculty colleagues* offices in Life Sciences, I find that the building functions
pedagogically rather well: the laboratories are (mostly) sufficiently
and organized, the seminar rooms appropriate, etc. But the
Joes certainly have structural issues in the mechanical
...... -.:..-...-:.:,,_ o f t k e Seating and cooling systems, located in the least
ut,-s"-:;ti!o -Maces interiorly that all but defy attempts to rectify the sitimhi.'ii. 3iii Trinity is nol alone in this regard. Nearly every college
or university I. know of has some remnants of that unfortunate period that began sometime around 1963 or so and that lasted until
approximately 1978. (This, is the same era that brought us the
unsightly Pennsylvania Station in New York City that replaced the

one strong reason to consider
paying SGA officers. Like many
student organizations, SGA suffers from a lack of student inter-

SGA positions. Having charismatic student leaders that do good
work should be enough encouragement to promote greater
involvement amongst the student

Good leadership today should provide
enough incentive for future student leaders...
est. Paying SGA officers could
bring more candidates to the
table, and could put more pressure on elected SGA officers to
do good work. However, paying
SGA officers is not the best way
to accomplish these goals.
Good leadership today should
provide enough incentive for
future student leaders to take on

body. Using money as bait is not
the best tool to improve the SGA

took it upon itself to increase
involvement in student organizations by providing various incentives, be it credit or stipends or
something else. I would strongly
support such an initiative.
The administration could
implement such a plan to pay
leaders on a college-wide basis.
However, the idea of the SGA
using student funds to pay its own
officers is not wise. This initia-

Tfre administration could implement such
a plan to pay leaders on a college-wide basis.
or other student organizations.
It would be an entirely different matter if the administration

tive is sure to produce contempt
for the SGA and raise many complaints about fairness.

Interaction Needed for Success
Better Communication Between Groups Will Improve Campus Life
continued from page 3

ficult to obtain the names of the
leaders of various student groups
on campus, let alone their e-mail
addresses or meeting times.
Increasing the ease of communication between groups will
aid in co-sponsorship of events
and increase interaction between
the members of these groups.
This will facilitate understanding
of the issues different student
groups are working to promote
and the changes these groups are
trying to make. It will raise
awareness of the types of students
in these organizations as well.
Hopefully, it will also encourage
students from different organizations to unite and work on projects and events together. This will
result in a larger, more united
force of students that are working
towards the same goals.

We may realize that Trinity's
student body is not as apathetic as
we all think it is. The lack of
attendance at the many small
events hosted by our separate
organizations may be due at least
in part to the fact that students
only have so much time to devote
... one could point to DLSC] as proof
to attending these events.
rr^t n?t all decisions are borne out
Unity among our diffuse
forces will mean a change in
through the tests of time.
Trinity's culture. If we can promote greater ccaimunication and
McKim, Mead, and White masterpiece, the PanAm building, and
understanding of student groups,
vf ntf--.=r aesthetic depravities on the architectural landscape.)
i
Greek
organizations and multimv L.!!? sciences building looks to me as if it were some kind of
cultural
groups we can ultimately
.^-;;. ..;c«;«.'..u ..~.icss, with minions ready to pour boiling oil on the
change
this
campus in a positive
c.r,->w •;•<• -hf> -{{•jLcli begins. At Washington University in Saint
way.
A
greater
understanding will
Louis, where we spent ] 6 wonderful years, a similar example was to
help
to
erase
negative
stereotypes
be found in the Law School. Amidst the beautiful gottric buildings
associated
with
different
groups
stood this angular blob of concrete: all for some reason painted a
and
improve
relationships
ghastly blue, and, yes, built during the same unfortunate time. It too
between them.
won some sort of award. (One does wonder where the judges were
Trinity has witnessed some
trained.) And when it was torn down a short while ago, less than 40
unification in the recent semesyears after it was built at a cost of millions of dollars, faculty and
staff all but cheered. Mistakes are made at schools, despite our best
ters, and there are candidates in
intentions to do the right things when sitting in the president's chair.
this year's SGA race that embody
I have told our three children for years to stay abreast of instituthese changes. The culturaltional histories of the schools where we have served. Reading how
Greek alliance has increased
the future will judge their father's actions and words should be of
awareness, communication and
more than casual interest to them, a point that does indeed make me
interaction between Greek organpause on a daily, if not hourly, basis.
izations and cultural houses and
groups. The Multicultural Affairs
Council works to unite the variPlease send any questions for
ous multicultural houses and the
women's
center. These groups are
President Jones to
important, however it is necestripod@irincoU.edu.
sary to take them a step further.
The first step towards uniting

Trinity is to vote for leadership in
unity during our upcoming SGA
elections.
It is important to elect candidates that are willing to work tire^
lessly to unite Trinity's campus,
and who will use their access to

government, one that is based
solely in standing for unity and
promoting change at Trinity. Vote
to break up the SGA clique and
elect candidates that are willing to
work with all student organizations, multicultural groups and

A greater understanding will help to erase
negative stereotypes associated with different groups and improve relationships...
SGA resources to achieve the
unity that Trinity desperately
needs. It is necessary for SGA to
adopt a different view of student

Greek organizations to promote
greater understanding, communication and interaction with each
other.

Sub-Standard
Housing Problem
To the Editor:
The college is to be commended on the design of the new
dormitory complex. It incorporates all the features suggested
two years ago by a committee
that surveyed the desires of
Trinity students in regard to dormitory facilities.
Unfortunately, the College
has seen Fit to ignore another
suggestion of the same committee; viz., the renovation of Jones
Hall to make it a relatively
decent place for human habitation.
While it may be necessary to
accept the lamentable esthetic
character of this building as
unremediable. many of the present sub-standard living conditions should be eliminated or
ameliorated. The long, noisy
corridors should be shortened by
the erection of barriers in the
middle of each floor (these barriers should include doors for use
in case of fire). Much of the
noise could be eliminated by the
installation of sound-absorbent
tile. Most important to the correction of the present intolerable
conditions is the elimination of
the present over-crowding by the

conversion of the Jones "doubles" into singles for which use,
if one judges by their size, they
must have been originally
intended.
Should the administration
protest that it does not have
nearly enough room space for
students to give up any of the
existing facilities, no matter how
inadequate; let the students
demand why, this being the case.
the student rooms in Seabury
Towers were usurped for use as
administrative and faculty
offices. (Might I observe the
way of obiter dictum that while
Jones Hall offers substandard
living accommodations, it might
offer fine office facilities. I am
sure that none of its residents
would object to exchanging
rooms with the present occupants of Seabury Towers.)
In any event, I hope there
will be a vigorous and continued
protestation on the part of the
students and alumni against the
"'theft of Seabury." It is a serious
encroachment on the desirable
options open to students living
on campus.
Sincerely,
KenAldrich'63
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Candidates for SGA President Voice Their Opinions
Juniors Andrew Aydin, Hamza Chaudary and Narin Prum are Running for Student Government President

Andrew Aydin '06

Hamza Chaudary '06 |

Abi Moldover

Abi Moldover

My opponents are both distinguished individuals and I am very proud of their devotion to the community and service to the
SGA. I hope that next year, all three of us
can work together to fully realize the potential of student government here at Trinity
College.
I went abroad last semester and, as a
result, some of y'all don't know me yet. ButI am working at it, talking to as many students as possible and trying to raise awareness of the election as well as my candidacy.
I want my campaign to be run with as
much idealism as possible. If we, as student
leaders and candidates for President of the
SGA, subscribe ourselves to the ideas of
modern politics, using flashy signs and false
promises as a means to an end, then we can
longer act surprised or discouraged when the
same things happen amongst our country's
leaders. My posters are simple, as is the message: Vote Andrew. The act of voting should
be given as much attention as the candidate,
because no matter the winner, his mandate is
only as strong as the number of students who
give it to him.
Within the SGA, I served as Executive
Vice-President during my sophomore year
and Class of 2006 Senator during my freshmen year. I have served on student, faculty
and trustee committees.
I have served as a Congressional intern in
Washington D.C. for two summers and a
winter break and wrote a bill that equalized
the capital gains exemption for single parents
and those with dependents. I was the campus chair of the ConnPIRG Clean Cars campaign, passing the Clean Cars bill unanimously in the Connecticut Legislature.
My vision for the SGA over the next year
is one that empowers the students and affords
them a vigorous voice in the affairs of the
school. We can no longer be content with the
impotency of the SGA and its officers who
work extremely hard but are thwarted by the
glass ceiling between the students and the
administration.
The SGA must serve as a body that guarantees all students the right to associate and
must serve as a venue for students to address
their peers. We cannot work for one small
issue at a time but must instead create a
method by which students can address all
issues, working for the overall improvement
of Trinity College.
VOTE Andrew.

Narin Prum '06

The SGA has made great strides over the
past year and is at a critical juncture; the
right leadership is crucial to ensure that SGA
continues its mission of representing and
fighting for student interests and goals. I
believe through my experience on. SGA since
my freshman year, and work on several student initiatives, I am the person to lead SGA
into the future.
The first student issue I would like to discuss is the bookstore. The unfortunate reality
is that through their polices, the Trinity student body is taken advantage of and held
hostage to the bookstore. Trinity students
should have the right to choose where they
purchase their books. This would include the
creation of a Web site to post the course syllabi of every course at Trinity for next semester. I have discussed the issue with numerous
administration, faculty, and have enlisted the
help of Professor Clark, the Secretary of the
Faculty, who has agreed to help collect the
information. In addition to this, I testified in
front of the Connecticut Higher Education
Committee at the State House and held a
press conference two weeks ago about the rising costs of textbooks that was broadcasted
on CBS and FOX.
The second student issue I would like to
discuss is Greek Life on campus. The current
feuding between members of our campus is
antithetical to our mission at Trinity. We all
have to remember one thing; no matter what
organization one does or does not belong to,
we are all Trinity students, and a part of the
same community. Through the Kickball
tournament I coordinated, members of all
organizations across campus had the opportunity to come together in the competitive
spirit to enjoy each other's company and
have a little fun. Events like this help to
remind us that we are all apart of the same
united community, and are inherently
responsible to one another. As a result, events
where the entire campus can come together
promote the ideals of integrity and honor
among our student body.
Over the last three years, I have put a
good deal of work in SGA from serving on
various committees to running them. I
believe I have the experience and track
record to make campaign promises a reality.
I have already started these projects as I have
discussed earlier, but ne^d the resources of
SGA President to complete them for the betterment of the Trinity College Student Body.

"Unity. Community. One Trinity." These
are principles that are headlining the campaign
for Narin Prum. Narin Prum is a man from
the people and a man that will fight for the people. Narin was born in a refugee camp in
Thailand and grew up in the poverty-stricken
streets of the South Bronx. Narin understands
the true meaning of struggle and will struggle
to ensure that the voices of the students are
heard and change comes when needed. Narin
will not let the people down. He is a man that
is true to his word. He is no politician. He is
merely a man with a vision and a passion to
make Trinity better for all.
His involvement with various organizations
on campus proves that he is qualified to represent the voice of the Trinity community. He
has volunteered his time to host countless
events for many organizations including
IMANI,
Amnesty
International,
the
Community Service Office and even
Chartwells. Narin has. also been actively
involved in the corrmunity _of Hartford. He
has spent the past two summers in Hartford
working for community organizing groups.
Narin has served as co-Chair of MOCA for
two years and has achieved many accomplishments for the organization. As co-Chair,
MOCA was given an award from the State of
Connecticut for "ExceEence in Leadership and
Service." Narin received an award from SGA
for his "Excellence in Leadership and Service."
Narin sits on several committees on campus
such as the 1634 Fund that provides funds to
organizations that want to do community service projects in Hartford. He also sits on the
Diversity Cornerstones committee. Narin has sat on several panels for the Dean of Faculty
office to help faculty understand the issues that
students face inside and outside the classroom.
Narin hosts his own radio show on 89.3 FM. :
Narin has put several issues on his platform
of doings he plans to accomplish as president of
the SGA: 1) Unifying our community, 2)
Improving relationship between SGA and
IGC, 3) Enrich the relationship between SGA
and
Multicultural
Organizations,
4)
Developing relationships with the Hartford
Community, and 5) Enhancing the quality of •
life on campus.
Narin has the leadership that Trinity needs
now. Narin has proven that he can handle
responsibility and is more than .capable of
organizing, motivating and leading people.
Narin has been an active participant in the
community and gives more than he takes.
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College Officials to Take
New Draft On Alumni Tour
continued from page 1
and more effective" presentation of student
life, more emphasis "placed on the role of
staff in the mission-oriented work of the college,"'as well as the stewardship of the college's resources, which is "an issue of considerable interest to alumni and friends of
the college, as well as on campus."
The 31 action projects to implement
the Cornerstones' goals have also made
headway, as evidenced by progress reports
available on the Cornerstones Web site.
Dean of Admissions Larry Dow, who leads
a project looking at financial aid support
along with Vice President for College
Advancement Ron Joyce, stated that
Trinity's "relatively high dependence on
tuition revenue in its annual operating budg-

funded summer internships ... [where]
stipends would range from $2500 to $3500
per student and incorporate a career skills
based preparation program."
In addition to the second draft, President
Jimmy Jones recently secured $50,000 from
the Mellon Foundation's Board of Trustees
for support of the College's planning efforts
related to the Cornerstones Project. "I had
made the latter request through a 'support
for new presidents' grants program that the
Mellon Foundation has had for the past
many years for presidents in their first year
of office," said Jones. "I have given Vice
President Herzberger and the Presidents'
Cornerstone Planning Group authority to
dispense the $50,000 in funding a series of
mini-grants that have come out of our

"It is clear that the Cornerstone Plan document needs
to be shortened with a clearer focus on a few key goals."
- Kent Smith, Director of Institutional Research
et" will limit the number of students in the
Class of 2009 who "can-reeeive grant aid to
205, or 36 percent. "Endowments in support
of financial assistance must be significantly
increased, and dependency on tuition revenue must be decreased, if Trinity is to successfully meet its future enrollment goals,"
wrote Dow.
In a project aimed at increasing and marketing availability of summer internships
and faculty/student research, Director of
Career Services Lanna Hagge's progress
report proposes launching the "Trinity
Summer Fellows Initiative" in Summer
2006, which will offer "paid summer internships/research assistantships for students
beginning the summer after the first or sophomore year."

Cornerstone Planning process."
The President's Cornerstone Planning
Group has said proposals related to any of
the Cornerstone goals and strategies are welcomed, but are "especially
encouraging" four goals: "Enhancing teaching and
learning and building a rigorous, engaged
academic community; Increasing the intellectual vibrancy of campus life; Bringing
Trinity true distinction through offering our
students the world in a city, building on our
strengths in urban engagement and global
education; and Fostering and reaping the
benefits of a broadly diverse educational
community."
The Mellon Foundation also approved
an appropriation of $800,000 to a consortium involving Trinity, Wesleyan University

"By publishing set goals... we will hold ourselves
accountable and maintain our focus."
- Sharon Herzberger, VP for Institutional Planning
As laid out, the plan would establish
"100 funded summer internships/assistantships for a campus-based program offering
summer housing."
Corporations that employ interns would
contribute the cost of stipends and non-profit organizations would host a student supported through the program funds." Other,
components would include "25-50 funded
global initiatives either domestically or
internationally based," and "100 portable

and Connecticut College in an effort to
improve certain aspects of information technology at the institutions. Herzberger noted
that, "One of the Cornerstone goals is to
improve the technology of classrooms on
campus. We are now in the process of
establishing an aggressive goal for technology improvements over the next few years,"
specifically, "how many classrooms will
have smart technology by 2008 and by
2010."

An Afternoon in Corporate
Strategy, an Evening with
the Red Sox
Choose from over 600 courses. You'll be joining
7,000 other students who know that world-class
learning at Boston University also means world-class
summertime fun in Boston.

Discover the power of summer.

BOSTON
UNIVERSITY
S U M M E R

617-353-5124 - www.bu.edu/summer

Professor Paula Russo Named
New VP of Strategic Planning
Last week, the College announced Dr. Paula A. Russo. associate
professor of mathematics and chair of the mathematics department,
has accepted the position of vice president of strategic planning,
administration, and affirmative action. Russo will replace Dr.
Sharon Herzberger, who will leave Trinity to assume her role of
president at Whittier College.
Russo has been with Trinity since 1987. starting as an assistant
professor and becoming a tenured professor in 1993. She was the
director of the Interdisciplinary Science Program and founding
director of the Interdisciplinary Science Center. She has served as
the special assistant to ihe vice president Tor development and
alumni programs in l997-9X.and as director of corporate and foundation relations until June 2000.
She is currently co-chair of two Cornerstone planning committees for urban review and global-urban education, respectively, and
will formally assume her new role on July I.

Junior Awarded Prestigious
Goldwater Scholarship
Sarah K. Arnold '06, a biology major and environment and
human values minor, has been awarded the Barry M. Goldwater
Scholarship for the 2005-2006 academic year. She plans lo pursue
a graduate program specialising in ecology after graduation.
"It is a great honor to have been recognized as a 2005 Goldwuler
Scholar." said Arnold. "I feel fortunate to have had the opportunity
ro conduct research in Dr. S mod ley's lab for the lasi two years. This
experience has helped me to define my career path and to earn this
recognition from the Goldwater Foundation."
This year's Gotdwater Scholars were selected on the basis of
academic merit from a field of i .091 mathematics, science, and
engineering students who were nominated by the faculties of colleges and universities nationwide.
In addition, chemistry major Joseph S. Wzorek, Jr. '06 was
acknowledged with a Barry M. Goldwater Honorable Mention.

Campus Safety Report
The following incidents occurred between Apr. 11 and 17:
- At 1:30 a.m. a report of a fight on the athletic field was investigated by members of Campus Safety and Hartford Police. This
incident involved several students, as well as four off campus local
teenage residents. This incident was handled without arrests being
made, and all parties involved were allowed to leave the scene.
- An unconscious andintoxicated student was found King on the
ground on Allen Place, was treated at the scene by members of
TCERT, and transported to the Hartford Hospital ER by ambulance
for further treatment.
- Campus Safety was dispatched to the Little residence hall in
response to a complaint of loud noise. Upon arrival Officers found
several students in the room in question to be in violation of the
Trinity College alcohol policy. This matter was referred to the Dean
of Students office.
- A female student reports being verbally harassed while walking near the admissions office at 10:15 p.m.
- At 6:30 a.m.. a campus wide power outage affected several
areas on campus including residence halls and academic buildings.
Conn, light and power had restored all power to campus by 9 a.m.,
and explained that a squirrel had become Langled in a transformer
off campus, causing the outage.

T E R M
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SGA Minutes - April 18

GLBT Promotes Acceptance

Approval of last week's min- c. Note that we are Tying to determine whether or not to put this to
utes
the student body
a. Minutes approved
d. Motion to close the speaker's
II. Approval of the agenda
a. Motion to add Abbey Garrity to list
e. Motion to hold a referendum as
announcements; motion carries
Motion
to move the is stated on the resolution with the
Constitutional Review to the top amendment to change the wording from "opinions poll" to "refof the agenda
erendum."
c. Agenda Approved
VI. Committee Reports
Hi. Constitutional Review
a. Concerning the referendum a. Hamza
issue; motion carries and the b. Brittany
change will be made to the c. Delmar
Constitution in that a simple d. Hugh
majority will be needed for refer- VII. Vice President Reports
ndums to be considered legiti- a. Rob
mate in future elections.
b. Saki
IV. Cornerstone Project
VIIL New Business
;i. Dean Aiford present to discuss a. Eric Soto's confirmation to the
any questions regarding • the Ford Foundation committee
Cornerstone project.
i. Motion carries, Eric is conb. Motion to endorse the goals of firmed
the Cornerstone Project for b. Theme Housing Quads
Trinity College; motion carries i. Motion to vote en masse for the
and the goals have been affirmed. theme housing applications
ii. Motion carries, theme housing
V. Housing Resolution
a. Began as a Cornerstone initia- applications approved
James'
Credibility
tive; it was noted that the lowest IX.
quality of activities on campus Referendum
are disproportionately occurring a. Motion to vote on the referenin first year halls
dum
b. The dorms are Elton and b. All those in favor of approving
Funston in that it will not particu- SGA credibility resolution
larly change the ability of upper- c. Evan runs out of the meeting in
classmen to have good rooms.
a blaze.

Trinity Students Participate and Stay Silent Three Years Running
continued from page 1
of Silence "indicative of a change
in campus climate." SafeZone
membership is also up, with 210
total members, 85 of whom are
new this year.
Many people "were aware
and supportive of what was going
on," said Julie Wilkinson '08.
Students who participated in the
event dressed in black, wore Day
of Silence buttons, and carried
speaking cards explaining the
event.
Haley posted flyers
around campus to publicize the
event and made buttons for participants to wear.
Tamara
Machac '06 printed out speaking
cards that participants could use
to explain the Day of Silence
without breaking their silence.
"Please understand my reasons for not speaking today,"
read the cards. "My deliberate
silence echoes that silence [faced
by lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgender people and their
allies], which is caused by
harassment, prejudice, and discrimination... Think about the
voices you are not hearing
today."

SGA unanimously voted to include with the SGA spring elections a
referendum on the integration of first-year residence hals. Fliers detailing the pros and cons of the proposed change will be placed in mailboxes this week and an open meeting will be held before the election on
April 26. The question is as follows: "Would you support the experimental integration of Elton and Funston so that they would accomodate likely half First-Year and half Upper-class students."

The Day of Silence ended
with a reception at the Women's
Center, where students gathered
to break their silence and share
their experiences. Haley had
been surprised by one professor
who claimed that her silence was

(860) 278-4334

undermining her liberal arts education, but said she "did not get

students to be very supportive.
Many students participated, said

"Those who weren't participating knew
about it, which was exciting."
- Jared Hoffinan '07
heckled by any students all day.
It was amazing." Machac, too,
found her professors and fellow

Hoffman, and "those who
weren't participating knew about
it, which was exciting."

MESCAC
Amherst: President Anthony Marx announced last
week that the comprehensive fee for the College,
combining tuition and room and board, will
increase 5.2 percent/from $38,940 to $40,980.
Bowdoin: Ambassador L. Paul Bremer, who spent
13 months as top administrator in Iraq, gave a
speech to 850 supporters and outspoken critics.
Bowdoin students and protesters asked Bremer
tough questions concerning Iraq and the war.
Wesleyan: Undergraduate applications for the
Class of 2009 increased five percent, while the number of accepted students remained the same and led
to more selective admissions. The acceptance rate
for black students rose by 48 percent. There was also
an increase in students from the Southern United
States.
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Hartford, CT
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This Week at Trinity

events
FRI:

Thus
UCH
Music Series
Underground - 9:30

Junior Night
at the Bistro 9:30

Sat:

Lions Club
wine and cheese
Smith House 7pm

Mather Crawl
930PMMather Lower Level

Fun Fair
Main Quad izpm-3pm

FOR MORE INFO Go
http!//interneti!rittcolledu/
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"Coming Out" in a Community

POLITICALLY CORRECT

JACQUELYN BALBONI
FEATURES CONTRIBUTOR

What Students Have to Say on Campus Issues
TT: Your year. Your, uh, class
year, please.
Katie: What?
Lately there has been much
TT: Never mind. My notes
talk of "improving Trinity's here say you're from Maine. But
atmosphere." Well, as Features you look so nice and tan - did
editor for the Tripod (we did win you go somewhere tropical for
the Pulitzer, after all), I decided Spring Break?
it was my job to investigate
Kate: Uh, no. Just hung
exactly what that means. To this around the mall.
end, I gathered a random sample
TT: Oh ... I see. Moving on,
of Trinity students and
then! You must be
attempted to engage
Brian.
them on this topic in a
Brian: Please call
roundtable discussion.
me Dark Knight.
Trinity Tripod: So,
TT:
Uh, okay.
guys, let's begin by
[*Editor's note: Brian
telling Tripod readers a
will henceforth be
little bit about yourreferred to as Dark
selves.
Knight.]
Meg: Well, I'll go
Andrew: Hey, that's
first. My name is Meg
not fair! Please call me
Duggan, I'm a senior,
www.google.com Johnny Damon.
I'm from Vermont, and This guy's so PC.
TT: Well ... there's
I'd like to begin by saying that I already a student named Johnny
don't approve of the representa- —
tion of women on this panel.
Andrew: Hey, don't be a
IT: Oh ... gosh, Meg, why's hater. Red Sox Rule! Yankees
that?
. .
suck!
Meg: This is not a random
TT: Yes. I'm guessing you're
sample, but tokenism at its from the New England area,
worst. The demographic of this Andrew?
panel only perpetuates the attiAndrew: Just outside of
tudes towards stereotypes perva- Boston, baby! Representing!
sive on Trinity's campus, and TT: That's nice. And, last but
TT: Thank you, Meg. How not least, would you like to introabout you, Katie?
duce yourself, Arjun?
Arjun: My name is Arjun,
Katie: Uh ... my name is
I'm an international student from
Katie. Kate G. Nerrick.
TT: And what year are you?
see STUDENTS on page 11
Katie: What?
LISA SAN PASCUAL
FEATURES EDITOR

This past semester, Trinity's
Women's Center and Trinity's
gay/straight alliance Ecouraging
Respect of Sexualities teamed up
to create a new program called
the "Coming-Out" Network,
which will provide its services to
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans,
Questioning, and Intersexed students. The network is composed
of seven students who have each
gone through the process of
"coming out" themselves and
have also participated in training
provided by the Safe Zone-program.
Abi Moldover
"A student can call anyone of
Some
of
the
friendly
faces
involved
in
the
"Coming-Out"
Network
us to talk, and it is completely
confidential. Privacy is always Safe Zone program deals with a stressful decision to become
respected," said Jared Hoffman large spectrum of queer issues, open about your sexuality, espe'07, one of the Network's student while
the "Coming-Out" cially on a campus where homocounselors. "All of the counselors Network is specifically targeted sexual students are definitely in
have gone through the coming out at individuals who are grappling the minority. Having someone to
process themselves, so we have with matters involved with talk to is so, so important.
personal experience that we can going public about sexual pref- People need to be made more
relate to the student. Our main erence. The Network is not only aware of programs like the
thing is to listen to what the stu- designed to help those people 'Coming-Out' Network. They
dent has to say. We're not neces- who are coming out themselves, need to know that there are peosarily here to always give but also people who may be ple who are willing to talk to
advice, but more to walk the per- dealing with a family member or them, and a lot of these people
son through their problems and friend that is coming out.
have gone through the coming
be there to offeir a. support sys"The Trinity community is out process already."
tem."
becoming much more comfortAs of yet, the student counThe student counselors got able with open gay and lesbian selors of the "Coming-Out"
together before the program relationships and sexuality," Network have not been
began and were trained on issues said a LGBTQI student. approached by another student
of respecting confidentiality, the "Programs like the 'Coming- seeking advice or someone to
basics of counseling, and dis- Out' Network are great because talk to. The program is still in its
cussed various issues that may they keep momentum moving in fledgling stage, and the counarise during conversation with the direction of acceptance and selors hope to raise awareness of
the student callers.
tolerance."
the program's existence by cirThe "Coming-Out" Network
Another student, currently in culating magnets in the fall, as
is different from the Safe Zone a same-sex relationship, com- well as through word of mouth
program in the respect that the mented, "It can be a really around campus.

Welcome to the Class Registration Nightmare
JULIET IZON

classes-that-I'm-taking-becausethey-make-me, for the first time
Around this time of year, you ever, I can pick whatever I want
might notice many a student with for this next semester. AND I got
rolled up papers tucked under their the first enrollment time at the
arm, looking pensive and some- jolly hour of 7 a.m. Pardon me if
what confused. No, they're not you can't pick up on
trying to figure out how many my
enthusiasm
days the conclave is going to take, and/or
sarcasm.
they're trying to sort through the Don't get me wrong,
mess that is registering for classes. it's not like I don't
Unfortunately, those ubiquitous enjoy my classes enrollment packets you've been on the contrary, I am
seeing around campus are our only a big dork and look
source for divining whether or not forward to reading
taking Chemistry of Food is a real- poetry so modern
ly good idea, or a really, really bad it's written in madeone.
up languages. But
Gone are the days when we when faced with
signed up for one math, science, gobs of classes to
English, and some obscure elec- choose from, it can
tive like wood shop. Coming to become pretty overcollege may mean more freedom, whelming to pick
but with it comes the responsibili- just four or five.
when
ty of actually having to pick your Especially
you've
confused
the names of the
own classes and even more obnoxprofessor
who
has
given one A
ious, fulfilling requirements like
numeric and symbolic reasoning. since 1956 and the one who has
But now that statistics is safely in given all As since 1965. Short of
the past, as are all of my other sitting down with the beloved
FEATURES WRITER

enrollment book and reading each
course description, there isn't an
easy way to know if next semester
will be a lesson in cruising or in
cramming.
However, I've come across a

don't allow you to major in general education. Trust me, I tried.
Also, fitness doesn't count either,
even as an interdisciplinary major.,
So, although you may be disappointed, this leaves you with a few
more
mundane
options,
such as
APRIL EDITION
E n g l i s h ,
Economics, and
Cooking. Okay,
well the last one is
still up for discussion, but who
wouldn't want to
take a class in
French cooking
during the Time of
Trinity
College
Robespierre? You
fi 'STROPS) COKNECIiCT
would really learn
to do wonders
Fall 2OO5 and Spring 2006
with that stale
French bread in
Abi Moldover your
fridge.
cover is the gatewaytoyour existential crisis.
Speaking of cookfew handy tips over the last three ing, I smell a nice digression, so let
semesters. Here's the best one: me get back to the point before we
pick a major. Now, I I now this end up discussing the finer points
may come as a shock, but when of foie gras.
you go to a liberal arts school, they
Once you pick a (real) major,

SCHEDULE OF CLASSES

you'll have to take at least 45
classes that relate to it, so really, it
makes it a lot easier to choose
courses. For instance, as an
English major, I'm required to
enroll in 7 courses that discuss the
Mayan view of feminism, as told
from the Shakespearean sonnet
tradition. So next semester I'll take
Shamanism and The Capulet
Antagonistic Problem (with lab).
There, it's getting easier already,
isn't it?
With your leftover classes, I
also suggest branching out. If
you're an econ major, why not try
a music class? There might not be
a P value, but you'll learn ... forget it, it's too dirty.
Anyway, whatever you end up
taking will count towards something, such is the beauty of college. And even if you hate to admit
it, you'll probably learn something
too! So make sure to set those
alarms bright and early and get
pumped for learning. And push the
administration to approve the
Cuisine major, I think it, has major
potential.
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STUDENTS SPEAK OUT, SORTA
continued from page 10

Chennai — that's a city in India, which is
a subcontinent in Asia, which is a continent on the planet Earth, since I know you
Tripod people aren't very good with your
geography - and I am a junior.
TT: Thank you, Arjun. Now, to the
meat of the discussion. As we all know,
Trinity has been looking to "improve its
atmosphere." What do you guys think are
some of the main problems facing this
community?
Meg: Well, there's definitely a pervasive feeling of intellectual apathy. Some
students would rather get plastered than
have meaningful discussions on current
events.
Andrew: Yeah, dude. Be part of the
problem, not the solution.
Meg: I think you mean Andrew: Whatever. Red Sox Rule!
Yankees suck!
Meg: See? This apathetic attitude
towards real social issues is exactly what
I'm talking about.
Katie: Social issues. We, like, learned
about that in Sociology. Cause Sociology
is, like, my major.
TT: That's nice, Katie. Meg, what are
those social issues that need to be
addressed?
Meg: Well, for example, the movement for fair trade. We had a fashion
show, which is all well and good, but in
the end it only promotes the degrading
and misogynistic notion of putting
women on display, which is a symptom of
our deeply-rooted patriarchy.
TT: Very interesting. What do you
think about the patriarchy, Andrew?
Andrew:.Go Pats!
TT: Uh, that's patriarchy, not Patriots.
Andrew: Cool! What city do they
play for?
TT: Let's redirect the topic a little bit,
shall we? Meg mentioned getting "plastered." What do you folks think of the
drinking culture on campus? How about
you, Brian - er, Dark Knight?
Brian - er, Dark Knight: Getting
plastered is so passe.
Meg: Agreed! It's just another tool of
the patriarchy that promotes a culture- of
sexual assault.
Dark Knight [DK]: No, I mean like
... weed is so much more profound.
TT: Okay, back to this culture of sexual assault. Clearly, sexual assault is not
something to be taken lightly. Arjun, do
you think Trinity promotes a culture of sexual assault?
Arjun: I think it promotes a culture of
sexual stupidity.
Andrew: Yeah, you guys have the

Kama Sutra, right? Rock on, bro!
Arjun: I shall.
TT: Arjun, you said something about
sexual stupidity. Can you say more about
that?
Arjun: Actually, it's not just sexuality.
It's stupidity in general. People let themselves get into states where they are not
capable of making smart decisions. Once
in that state, judgment unravels increasingly at an increasing rate. So there's a
degree of personal responsibility shirked
at the outset.
Andrew: Dude ... you're a tool.
DK: Uh ... actually ... the individual
does not make decisions in a vacuum. It's
shaped more like a ... like a ... wait ... let
me channel it ...
TT: Okay, while you're channeling,
we'll ask Katie what she thinks about
individual decision-making.
Katie: Well ... uh ... decisions are ...
like, hard ... like, when it's really muggy
out, and you think, like, to straighten or
not to straighten? Cause if I don't straighten, I'll, like, frizz up and look like, you
know, someone out of Saved By the Bell,
but if I ' do straighten, I'll look more
Saturday night than Tuesday afternoon ...
you know?
Meg: No!! I don't know!! Don't you
care at all about the world outside of your
local J. Crew? Don't you care about a
woman's right to choose what happens to
her own body? About the fact that women
earn 75 cents to a man's dollar? About the
misogynistic attitudes rampant in our
patriarchy? Of are your ribbons too
tight?? And sociology! That's not even a
real major!
TT: OKAY! Dark Knight, have you
channeled it yet?
DK: No. But The New York Times
Metro Section says —
Andrew: Metro Section! Ha! Ha!
TT: Alright. In short, we've established that the heart of improving Trinity's
atmosphere is raising awareness of the
social forces at work informing individual's attitudes, and then holding students
themselves responsible for their decisionmaking and their behavior.
Andrew:
Rock
on,
babe.
Responsibility, that!s where it's at. Money,
that's what makes the world go round! Be
all you can be! Red Sox Rule! Yankees
suck! Buy American products!
DK: I'm sorry,I've renounced my citizenship to the U.S. I'm now part of the
United States of Canada.
Meg: You're kidding! Me too! [They
high-five]
Arjun: Stupid Americans. I'm gonna
go play squash.

More completely unsubstantiated speculation from the
Features section! Brought to you this week by Laurie
Manion, Snark Goddess and Horoscope Maker-Upper
Extraordinaire.

Ceo
- Pfe&ftJJAfty 18

O U L V 23 - A U G U S T 22

This Week. you'LL suddenly reaLize that
After an intense training montage, you'll
it's neither the classroom in l_-f>C nor
manage to Win the championship fijht
your professor that's giving off that
With your opponent and fulfiLL your
Weird stench: it's you, and you've been
coach's dying wish. C^ood for you.
using hairspray instead of deodorant a l l
Unfortunately this also turns out to be
year. Cjood Luck sorting that one out. I your dying wish. CJood Luck on the other
hear that Secret is great by the Way.
side.

Pcsces
- MARJCH 20

A U G U S T 23 - SeP>reM&Eft. 22

You w i l l start
a book club. On your Way back from Ivjather. a herd of
Unfortunately, since you decide to have a pandas WiLL try to mug you. Luckily, you
"tkzr \Vars" theme. hot chicks Will fail WiLL be abLe to pacify them with your
to attend. Instead you are Left with emergency bamboo kit. Unfortunately
•Uarfford LocaLs who look more Like you stoLe this Asian plant from a theme
Jabba the -Uut than Princess Leia in a party, and the pandas are replaced by
gold bikini.
screaming frat boys.

2 1 - A P W L 13

After four years of playing it safe, you
bloW your perfect attendance record and
hit up My*tL£ E>each for the rest of the
Week With your roommates. A surprise
Visit by ivjTV Will suddenly make you a
star. Aren't you glad you skipped -5cuba
classP

SEPTEM&eft. 23 - OCTO&Eft. 22

You Will be called in as a Last minute
replacement on "American IdoL," and
finally get to fuLfiLL your dream of performing ".frtayin' Alive" in front of 2.0
miLUon Viewers. C^ood thing you stiLL have
those disco shoes and that gold-tinted
afro Wig.

fAUA-US
- M A Y 20
Your social Life has been kind of a downer Lately, and you've actually considered
joining the Tripod. &ut your invention of
"Piet Vodka" immediately makes you a
millionaire and absurdly popular amongst
Trinity's female population. Consider
your social problems solved.

OCTO&Eft- 23 - WoVEM&EA. 2 1

As you surf the Web. you will uncover
the secret pictures that finally prove
that A-Rod and Jeter are having an
affair. You'LL make a fortune selling them
to smug tied .6ox fans. Unfortunately
you'LL aLso receive a personal visit from
the two Lovers.

- DEceiw&Eft. 21

You wiLL hook up With twins. I mean, you re prankLy. no one Likes you. \Ve just
haVen't figured out a nice Way to teLL
(^emini. frankly. I'm surprised it took, you
this Long. &ut they're not tike the £?Lsen you. Sorry. Don't fear though, other coLTwins; they're Siamese. Think of rt as a Leges are stiLL accepting transfer applitwo-for-the-price-of-one deaL This also cations, and ELxtreme Makeover audigives you time to Work on your flexibility; tions are s t i l l going on. There's stiLL
hope.
just make sure you Warm up properly.

A Morning at your
Internship, an Evening
with Monet
Choose from over 600 courses. You'll be joining
7,000 other students who know that world-class
learning at Boston University takes place morning,
noon, and night.

CAWCGCL

Discover the power of summer.

BOSTON
UNIVERSITY
S U M M E R

:w^

TERM

Ouwe 22 - O U L V 22

£>£CEM&EA- 2 2 - OAWUARy 19

After a freak accident at the circus,

You WiLL discover a new moon orbiting
Saturn, giving you mysterious psychic
powers a La Ivjiss Cleo (minus the jail
time). Unfortunately no one wiLL care
because they'LL aLL be drinking Diet
Vodka. E>ut at Least you don't have to
read these anymore.

you'll have to overcome your fear of
sequins and take over for the trapeze
artists when they show up almost
unable to move (who knew they Were aLL
CJemini). launching your WorLd renowned
circus performance career.
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Alumni Justices Talk About
Benefits of a Law Education

Around Trinity
Why Can't We All Just Get Along?
AT was making its weekly rounds on Vernon
Street (for field work purposes, of course)
when AT spotted a rowdy crowd, forming
high-school-hall style. Closer investigation
revealed some belligerent frat boys locked in
a heated altercation with a group of Hartford
locals who had mysteriously arrived on the
scene. The brawl then moved onto the football field, where more punches/epithets were
thrown. Whether or not this is a case to
"strengthen Trinity's borders," it is certainly a
reminder to leave the violent manifestations
of social tensions to "West Side Story."
Tit for Tat
Never let it be said that Trinity girls don't
have sharp economic sensibilities. AT was in
line to enter a Greek organization (still part
of field research, naturally) when AT overheard an overzealous young lady propose to
the bouncer, "If you let us in, we'll make out
for it." To which her indignant friend protested, "I'm not doing that ["Thankfully the
bouncer exercised a degree of ethical responsibility and refused to admit entry on those
terms. AT applauds this inventiveness but
reminds our young ladies that self-exploitation is notthe ideal bargaining tool. And if
you must, at least have your best friend's
consent.
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continued from page 1

been appointed to the Court, he
has also been re-approved.
Palmer then stated that
although the Court used to be
comprised of all men, there are
currently two women serving as
judges, pointing out that diversity
is a main focus of the Court. This
speaks volumes of the involvement of his colleague, Vertefeuille,
in progressing the Court forward.
He also mentioned the involvement of the Court with the
younger Hartford population, reminiscing about a time when a
young student asked if he personally knew Judge Judy.
Vertefeuille, who also graduated with a political science degree
and went on to the University of
Connecticut's law school, gave a
brief introduction of the Appellate
Court, which is compiled of nine
members. Citing the differences
between the Appellate and
Supreme Courts, she explained
that the Appellate deals with the
cases that the Supreme Court does
not have room for.
These explanations were kept
short with the anticipation of audience questions, of which there was
no shortage. The questions ranged
from the procedures of the Courts
to their opinions on court press.
One of the first questions was on

the justices' transitions from practicing law to becoming judges.
Palmer told an anecdote about
being asked to be a judge over a
game of tennis with the Lieutenant
Governor, proving that for those of
you looking to be in his position
one day, perfecting your tennis
game is a necessary qualification.
Over the course of the ques-

intense student involvement, tying
together the Trinity community,
past and present, through advice
to aspiring lawyers here on campus. This was a great opportunity
for. Trinity students to interact
with alumni who not only have
pursued successful careers in the
legal system, but they have risen
to the highest court in

This was a great opportunity for students to interact with alumni who have
risen to the highest court in Connecticut.
tion session, the judges described
the procedures in depth, commenting on which cases have been most
difficult for them. Both agreed that
at first it was nerve-wrecking to be
on the lower end of the seniority
scale. They also mentioned that
their involvement with the death
penalty cases have been times of
great stress.
Furthermore, they defended
their positions against accusations
that the Courts are now deciding
cases based on predetermined
agendas rather than on legal precedent, stating that their main goal as
judges is to uphold what they
believe to be the original intent of
the law.
The question session had
m

Connecticut. "[After law school]
the options are very broad,"
Justice Vertefeuille commented,
"Many think only of private practice, but you can go into many
fields. I would advise [aspiring
lawyers] to take rigorous courses,
emphasizing in writing. Also, take
advantage of being in Hartford,
especially with [it being] the
Capitol."
Justice Palmer also had advice
for students considering a law
profession. "[I would tell you] to
go for it," he stated, "Even if you
ultimately decide you don't want
to practice law, a law school education is a valuable experience
and I recommend it to anyone
leaning in that direction."

Career Services
THE BEST WAY TO PREDICT YOUR FUTURE IS TO CREATE IT...

Upcoming Resume Deadlines on Trinity Recruiting! %On-€kzmpu$ Interviews!
Tuesday, April 19
Johns Hopkins University- Sr. Laboratory Technician
Wizdom Systems, Inc.- Systems Engineer Intern
Wednesday,, April 20
Joslin Diabetes Center™ Research Assistant/ Patient Recruiter
Thursday, April 21
The Defender Association- Investigator Intern Program
Caliber Associates l a c - Research Assistant
Tribune FOX 61/WTIC -Tribune Television Account Executive; Chief
Photographer; Production Technician (FT); News Writer/ Producer
NBC 3Q/WVTT-Photographer
Repligen Corporation- Quality Control Associate

'i

m
PI
m

m
m
m

m

Friday, April 22
Brigham's Ice Cream— Event Planning
Yale University School of Medicine- Research Assistant
Caliber Associates, Inc.- Technical Assistance Coordinator
StreetSquash— Director of Squash and Community Service
Rockridge Institute— Internship Opportunities
Saturday^ April 23
HealthMETRICS Partners, Inc.- Analyst
Cushman & Wakefield- Marketing Specialist
John S- Herold, Inc.— Analyst Support Associate
New York Life- Financial Services Professional
Go Film— Office Manager
Kirkiand Search-Sales Engineer
Dreyfus Corporation-Investment Risk Analysis MBA Intern
Vermont Institute of Natural Science- Seasonal Environmental Educator
Monday. April 25
Greenwich Associates-Research Associate
Energy New England- Business Development Manager
Community Partners in Action— Community Service Crew Leader
Tuesday. April 26
Vermont Institute of Natural Science- Seasonal Environmental Educator
Vermont Teddy Bear Company- Bookkeeper; Divisional Inventory
Conlrol Liaison; Pattern Maker; Print Stylist

TWsday, April 26
Planned Parenthood- Internship Opportunities
The Hartford— Service Specialist Opportunity; Market Research Analyst;
Compliance Analyst
Tharsday. April 28
Long Trail Brewing Company- Marketing/PR Intern
Federal Consulting Practice- Summer Internship

,

. .. _ _..

Friday. April29
The Cardigan Mountain School-Teacher
CME Associates, Inc.- Summer Engineering Internships; 'Structural
Engineer
Saturday, April 30
America's Growth Capital- Corporate Marketing Communications Internship
(Spring or Summer 2005)
Greater Waltham Association for Retarded Citizens- Developmental Disabilities
Specialist/ Case Manager
Quadriga Art- Senior Program Manager
Frances Jacobsen Early Childhood Center- Transition to Kindergarten Educator
Stwday, May 1
Camp Kamaji- Camp Counselors
Lone Tree Camps- Summer Camp Jobs
Hennion & Waish, Inc.- Financial Sides' Specialist
Horizon Media, Inc.- Assistant Media Planner
Camp Ail-Star-Summer Coaching Positions
YWCA of the Hartford Region- Part Time After School Teacher Positions
Maine Conservation Corps- Friends of Taunton Bay Outreach Coordinator;
Environmental Educator Baxter State Park; Messalonskee Project Coordinator;
Environmental Educator/ Volunteer Leader; BRCA Conservation Corps Director
The Foundation for the Defense of Democracies- Undergraduate Fellowship on
Terrorism
• .
The Walker Home and School- Child Care Worker

Please visit Trinity Recruiting for application Information at:
http^/trS«coH.erecruiting.com
We're available Monday through Friday, 8:3© A$S to, 5:00 PM
Walk-in hours are 12:00 to 5:00 PM
Wednesday night walk-ins from 6:00 PM to 9:00 PM
Visit Trinity Recruiting often for Fatest updates on events,
special programs and fob listings
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Reel Big Fish - They're Not At the Artist's Collective
Happy'til We're not Either Jazz is Alive in Hartford
Newest Album Bashes Greed in the Music Industry.
ERIC DAUCHER
ARTS EDITOR

On April 5, longtime ska icons Reel
Big Fish released their fifth full-length studio album which is titled We're Not Happy
'til You 're Not Happy. Like most Reel Big
Fish albums, it is filled with humorous
lyrics, some great horn riffs, and poppy
hooks. However, unlike most of their earlier work it also has a seemingly serious
message that runs through most of the
songs on the album, all of which is pretty
well summed up by the third track, "Don't
Start a Band."
Time and again We're Not Happy 'til
You 're Not Happy hammers home the point
that the music-industry will burn you out,
and ultimately destroy your creative vision.
As frontman Aaron Barret sings in "Turn
the Radio Off' (which fans will recognize
as a reference to a previous album of the
same name)," "I hate everyone at shows/
and I hate the rock and roll/ 'cause I know
the machine sucked out my soul." These
aren't exactly new themes for Barret to be
singing about. Prior songs such as "Sell
Out" and "Everything Sucks" also dealt
with the problems of the music industry,
but this is the first time they've released an
alburn that is so dominated by one concept.
After listening five times through the

Hanks was seeking in last year's
Hollywood flop The Terminal. Hanks's
Few people on campus know that character had to fly halfway around the
Hartford has a jazz scene. Even fewer world and deal with all sorts of shenaniknow that only 10 minutes away, there lies gans just to hear Golson — all I had to do
The Artists Collective, a center of arts and was drive down the street.
culture founded by jazz legend Jackie
As a brilliant composer and player,
McLean. Courtesy of some very generous Golson's sets are rarely a surprise, but such
sponsors and grants, and helped by a sup- is Me when he has arguably written more
portive community, the Collective holds jazz standards than any other musician.
seminars, classes, and workshops for local This is not a bad thing, and getting to hear
youth. Per its web site, www.artistscollec- standards "straight from the horse's
tive.org, "Artists Collective programs mouth" is a luxury not often experienced.
expose students and the community at large This night, the set included "Stablemates,"
to great and too often overlooked artists of
a subtly woven piece first recorded by
www.google.com
the past and present. The Collective contin- Miles Davis, "Whisper Not!," with its dual
The new cover art from Reel Big Fish.
entire album, I'm still not sure how much ues to offer the highest quality training in personality of a soft, gentle start and a
of it is meant to be taken seriously. If they the performing arts-dance, theatre, music dynamic lead-in to some very soulful-solos,
really do hate the music business as much and visual arts." These are held hi its mod- and the wrenchingly beautiful "I
as they seem to profess, why are they still ern, new facility, and they have a well-exe- Remember Clifford," written in memory of
making albums? Are they now feeling like cuted theater with great acoustics for Golson's dear friend, trumpeter Clifford
Brown, only a week after his tragic death in
they are only in it for the money, just like music.
the people they used to mock? One has to
This past Saturday, the Collective treat- an automobile accident. "I Remember
wonder if the album cover, which shows ed Hartford to a great show: Benny Golson, Clifford" conveys such a sense of loss and
the band's instruments burning is an honest together again with Curtis Fuller.These are of love, fate and mortality, yet is not
expression of the burnout that the musi- two musical greats who have left indelible depressing. Rather, Golson's playing and
cians themselves are feeling.
marks on jazz and on American music, and his compositions create a tremendous sense
Given the band's propensity for poking seeing them together was a treat indeed. of humanity and bright optimism hi this
fun at everything and anything, it is diffi- Both Golson and Fuller have been playing monument of a piece. We got a bonus
cult to know where they really stand, but and guiding jazz for over half a century, between pieces, as Golson proved to be
I'm inclined to believe that they really are having played with Art Blakey's Jazz quite the storyteller as he introduced each
Messengers - though many know Golson
Mst as the artist whose signature Tom
see JAZZ on page 15
see SKA on page 14

Peter Pan: Cathy Rigby
Flies for thelast Time
Cathy Rigby does an amazing
job of playing the character of
In the 35th
Peter Pan was showing in Peter Pan.
Mortensen Hall of Hartford's Anniversary production of Peter
Bushnell Theatre from Tuesday, Pan on Broadway in 1991 she
April 12 through Sunday, April earned a Tony nomination. She
17. If anyone got a chance to go has also performed in many other
see this timeless musical master- musicals on Broadway and at the
piece they were able to experi- Richard Rodgers Theatre, and has
many dramatic television credits
ence the 100th Anniversary of
Peter Pan, and the farewell pro- as well. Rigby is a two-time
duction of Tony Award nominee Olympic gymnast and the first
Cathy Rigby. We all know the American woman to win a medal
story of Peter Pan, but this per- in the World Gymnastics competition and holds 12 international medals (8 gold
medals). After her great
achievements in gymnastics Cathy worked with
ABC as a gymnastic commentator for 18 years.
ABC-TV's "Wide World of
Sports" named her one of
America's Most Influential
Women in Sports.
I knew it was going to
be a good production when
Captain Hook stepped on
www.peter-pa i.com s t a g e an(^w a s humorously
Peter Pan meets Wendy Darling.
boo-ed by the children in
formance was particularly out- the audience, to which he replied,
standing. Almost every genera- "Ha ha ha, music to my ears!"
Complete with fairy dust and
tion was represented in the audience as the performance was the famous ticking crocodile, the
entertaining to all. Peter Pan's Bushnell is transformed from a
convincing ability to fly on stage historic Harford theater into
and over the audience was espesee RIGBY on page 15
cially astonishing.
KARA TAKESUYE

ARTS CONTRIBUTOR

SAM LIN

ARTS CONTRIBUTOR

THE CHORUS Apr. 18-19
7:30 p.m.
France's official entry for the Academy Award® for Best Foreign Film tells the story
of an unassuming teacher (Gerard Jugnot) who arrives at a school for "wayward" boys in
a small town in France just after World War JJ. The school's lack of funds, a fascistic headmaster, and the boys' own stubbornness, all stand in the way of his dream - to create a boys
choir with a purity of sound that, in a piece like Rameau's "O Nuit," approaches the otherworldly. The gorgeous voices on screen belong to the Petits Chanteurs de Saint Marc
choir, and soloist Jean-Baptiste Maunier, who plays an out-and-out troublemaker, blessed
with an ethereal soprano. 96min.

THE EYEBALL: A FILM FESTIVAL Apr. 20
4:00 p.m.
The Eyeball is a film festival for college students from Trinity College and other surrounding schools. Students will be submitting films no longer than 10 minutes. Prizes will
be awarded at the Festival, including a Grand Prize of $500, and a People's Choice Award.
You can contact the organizers at eyebaI1420@gmaiI.com. This Festival is sponsored by
The Hartford Film Club. Admission is free.
Callas Forever Apr. 20-23
.
20-22 at 7:30 p.m. and 23 at 2:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
Twenty-five years after the death of Maria Callas, Franco Zeffirelli has made a touching tribute to his friend and collaborator. The film covers her last year, when she was in
mourning for her voice and her unfaithful lover, Aristotle Onassis. Shut up in a Paris apartment, she is rescued by an old friend (Joan Plowright) and an opera impresario, played by
Jeremy Irons as a stand-in for Zeffirelli. Their project - for Callas to lip-synch to her
younger voice in a film production of Carmen - sadly only exists in the realm of fiction.
French actress Fanny Ardant inhabits the singer's dizzying emotional heights and depths,
while the soundtrack of incomparable Callas recordings does the rest. I l l min.

HAROLD AND KUMAR GO TO WHITE CASTLE Apr. 22-23
9:50 p.m.
The director of Dude, Where's My Car? serves up a post-modern exploration of disaffected youth combating the trauma of racism and ... oops - wrong movie! John Cho and
Kal Perm star as a couple of stoners with a bad case of the munchies; in particular, a craving for what everyone raised within 90 miles of the Bronx knows to be the real manna
from heaven - White Castle burgers. Cruising the New Jersey turnpike, the burgers are
always just out of reach - though they do encounter the requisite babes, a rabid raccoon,
and what can only be described as a very disturbing Doogie Howser on ecstasy. 88min.
DON'T MOVE Apr. 24-26
24 at 2:30 and 7:30 p.m. 25-26 at 7:30 p.m.
After a not-entirely happy first encounter with Hollywood, Penelope Cruz returns to
Europe for her best performance in a movie since Pedro Almodovar's All About My
Mother. Cruz is riveting, sensual and soulful as an Albanian woman working as a house
cleaner in the economic shadows of prosperous Italy. Her affair with a wealthy surgeon is
an intense trapeze act, teetering between exploitation and desire. Written, directed and
starring Sergio Castellitto (who played the theater director in Va Savoir), and based on a
novel by Castellitto's wife, author Margaret Mazzantini.117 min.
cinestiidio.org
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Ska Music Isn't All Dead,
It's Only Mostly Dead
continued from page 13

of ska music in general.
The album opens up with "The Fire,"
an upbeat, straight-up ska song that is reminiscent of their early work. It has a clean
guitar line, big horns, and Barret's signature quirky vocal style. For fans that were
a bit dismayed by the relative lack of
prominent brass on their last album Cheer
Up! you now have a real reason to be
cheery - not only does this song have great
brass riffs in general, it has a trombone
solo that leads into an equally full trumpet
solo. 'The Fire" is vintage RBF, and a
great opening track for the album.

away with a great feeling about them. One
of the beauties of good ska music is that
even the nastiest lyrics automatically carry
an element of humor with them. Being
one of the genre's pioneer, Barret demonstrates his familiarity with this fact, and
uses it to great effect.
Unfortunately, the album also has
some distinctly less-than-brilliant tracks
on it. "A-W-E-S-O-M-E" in particular,
comes across as repetitive and dull — anything but awesome. "The Story of My
Life," which was originally pefromed by
Social Distortion can also grate a little.
Even so, the positives on We 're Not Happy

While it isn't characterized by the ska/rock identity crisis of Cheer Up!, it also doesn't have theclarity of Turn
the Radio Off or 1998s Why Do They Rock So Hard?.
Another particularly notable song is
"Don't Start a Band." While it doesn't
have the great solos of "The Fire," it does
have the traditional bouncy ska vibe to it.
In terms of message, the title pretty much
says it all. It sounds like it was written as
a second part to "Everything Sucks" off
the 1996 release Turn the Radio Off.
Where the first song was about the struggles that a band faces before they've
"made it," the second is about the frustration of a band after superstardom has faded
away. The song is an odd contrast in
styles. While the instrumental element is
overly cheerful, the lyrics are infused with
depression and disillusionment. Although
the song might warn that, "nobody will
sing along with you," it will definitely
have people dancing and singing to at any
live show.
Other solid tracks include "The Bad
Guy," in which Barret paints a picture of
himself as unfeeling and callous, and
"Your Guts (I Hate Them),"
which is pretty self-explanatory. These two demonstrate one of the great things
about the Fish - they can
sing about things from a
non-traditional (read: honest) perspective and, by
doing it in such a tongue-incheek fashion, get away
with it without you feeling
like you should hate them.
If most other bands were to
put out tracks
about
howthey just broke someone's heart, and don't feel
the slightest remorse over it,

'til You're Not Happy outweigh the negatives.
Even for fans who are familiar with all
of Reel Big Fish's earlier work, this album
may come across as a bit strange sounding.
At times it is a great ska album that could
easily have made waves at the height of
the genre's popularity in the late '90s. At
other times, it's a self-mourning pop
album that happens to have a few horns
playing in the background. While it isn't
characterized by the ska/rock identity crisis of Cheer Up!, it also doesn't have the
clarity of Turn the Radio Off or 1998's
Why Do They Rock So Hard?.
If you're a fan of the Fish, or of ska
music in general, the album is fully worth
picking up; but, if you're just looking to
get to know them before they show up for
Spring Weekend, you would be better off
picking up one of their early albums.
Their classic material really is the best
third-wave ska you're going to find.
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Library Setting Brings a
New Twist to Peformance
Disturbing the Studious Was Never More Worthwhile
continued from page 1

Probably the highlight of the evening,
and the reason behind many audience
members' attendance, was the collection of
Slovak Folk Songs. Sung in both
Hungarian and English, this section was
aided greatly by Vera Tanczos '05, an
International Student from Hungary.
Tanczo's warm alto voice blended with
Samara Strauss' '07 (soprano) and Kevin
Michael Keating's '05 (tenor) for the solo
sections, and it was clear that she win be
greatly missed upon her graduation and
return to Hungary.
The evening ended with selections
from Porgy and Bess, the 1935 opera by
George and Ira Gershwin. Moshell gave a
brief history of the show, saying how the
newspapers didn't know whether to send
their theatre critic or their music critic so
they sent both (the Times theatre critic gave
the better review). Well-known favorites
such as "Summertime."
were combined with
lesser known numbers,
such as "Oh, I Can't Sit
Down." Once again
Greene charmed the
audience, as did Carter
Erwin '07 with his
strong bass and whining
smile.
While the environment of the library made
for an initially uncomfortable concert experience, the strength of the
performance, and the
beauty of the venue
Abi Moldover
made for an overwhelmingly positive show.
The Concert Choir in a brief break between songs.

need to be told that this song was anything
but a throwaway.
The energy peak for the evening followed, although I might add that, as talented as Alex Dancho '08 and Scott
Baumgartner '07 are on the guitar, amps in
the library might be a bad idea. The guitars
did add nicely, though, to The Beatles medley arranged by Pat Greene '07. Greene
said that he chose the songs "In My Life"
and "Drive My Car" because they are some
of the first songs over which The Beatles
had complete artistic control, plus they
pretty much sum up the era of the 1960s.
Although all of the soloists here were
amazing, I feel the need to especially praise
the finale featuring classmates Greene,
Romanul, and Doug Goodman '06 singing
away in sunglasses, which brought laughs
and cheers from the audience.

ustinir center

Studio Arts Annual
Wednesday, Apr. 6 - Wednesday Apr. 27,1-6 p j n .

Austin Arts Center, Widener Gallery
This annual exhibition features the work of students enrolled in Studio Arts
courses. The gallery will re-open for the Studio Arts Senior exhibition on May.21 and
22.

www.google.com

you likely wouldn't come Reel Big Fish rehearses before recording Cheer Upl

Trinity Samba Ensemble
Thursday, Apr. 21 at 8 pjn.
Austin Arts Center, Goodwin Theater
Come join in the celebration of the Trinity Samba Ensemble's debut performance! This Brazilian-based drumming and singing group will perform a variety of
samba styles, including samba-enredo that sets the stage for Rio de Janeiro's carnival
parades, as well as samba-reggae, a recent fusion of Brazilian samba with Jamaican
ireggae. Bring your dancing shoes, and get ready to samba!
Senior Recital: Keli Ross-Ma'u
Friday, April 22 at 8 pan.
Austin Arts Center, Goodwin Theater
A concert of original compositions will-be performed by Mr. Ross-Ma'u with
assisting instrumentalists and singers.

A Morning in the
Chem Labr an Afternoon
at the Beach

Chamber Music Ensembles and Private Lessons Recital
Saturday, April 23 at 3 pjn.
Austin Arts Center, Goodwin Theater
Enjoy an afternoon of music performed by student instrumentalists and vocalists
enrolled in the Music Department's Chamber Ensembles and Private Lessons programs.

Choose from over 600 courses. You'll be joining
7,000 other students who know that world-class
learning at Boston University also means world-class
summertime fun in Boston.

Discover the power of summer.

BOSTON
UNIVERSITY i
S U M M E R

617-353-5124 • www.bu.edu/summer

Trinity Jazz Night
Monday, April 25 at 8 pjm.
Austin Arts Center, Goodwin Theater
A 15-piece student big band under the direction of saxophonist Kris Allen performs a diverse selection of great jazz compositions spanning 70+ years.

T E R M

austinarts.org
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Rigby Says Goodbye Jazz Masters Play Near Campus
to Her Breakout Role

Golson and Fuller put on a Concert at Hartford's Artists Collective.
continued from page 13

continued from page 13
that gets both the children and
Neverland. With scrawny lost adults in the audience laughing.
boys and wild Indians, the adven- The theater filled with young
tures of Peter Pan come alive and laughter when Wendy and the
jump off the stage. Both the chil- boys sang, "I won't grow up, I
dren and adults in the audience don't wanna wear a tie, and a sericould not help but laugh, jump, ous expression, in the middle of
July," and a slightly more dignicrow and fly with Peter Pan.
fied
giggle when the Lost Boys
The choreography in this
chimed
together and boldly statpiece was incredible. Intricate
ed,
"I
won't
grow up, not a penny
and childish at the same time,
will
I
pinch,
I will never grow a
through the movement of dance
one could feel the apprehension mustache, or a fraction of an
of the Indians and lost boys as inch!"
This musical presentation of
they learned to trust each other's
Peter Pan was very enjoyable.
friendship.
The musical number "Ugg-a- The music, lyrics, choreography,
Wugg" was one of the crowd's and set design were all fabulous,
favorites. The song was sung by and the enchantment of
Peter, Tiger Lily, Wendy, the Neverland never .really dies, no
Boys, and the Indians. It shows matter how old you are.
the audience that, through
song and dance, how the
two tribes are enemies,
then gradually come to
trust each other," amrfinally become friends. They
are bound together to
defeat Captain Hook!
Another crowd pleaser was the scene in which
the song "I Won't Grow
Up" was sung by Peter,
Wendy, and the Lost
Boys. This song cleverly
intricates Peter Pan's
motto - 1 won't grow up www.peter-pan.com
into a fun and clever song Smee listens intently to Captain Hook.

piece, often also proving to be a
comedian as the entire audience
laughed out loud on numerous
occasions.
Golson and Fuller often play
together — if one didn't already
know this, he or she certainly
found out during the course of the
evening as they improvised
together, playing two different
lines that defined one very musical melody, playing inside each
other's minds. Where Golson's
tenor saxophone projected a
steadfast, smooth tone, Fuller's
trombone often gave dynamic
punctuation, as he started a
melody with barking notes or let
them wail away to nothing. The
difference in their playing styles
was quite apparent when they
played their solos — Golson's
rolling, buttery tunes followed
immediately by Fuller's puppylike imagination, sometimes running from place to place, other
times jumping off to somewhere
else. The combination was clearly
more than the sum of its parts,
never boring, and keeping just
enough complexity to keep the ear
searching for more detail.
They were accompanied by
the usual grand piano, standup
bass, and drum set. At one point
the three of them played a Wayne
Shorter composition, "Which
Dance," with no help from Golson
and Fuller. They did a masterful

job of it, never did it sound lacking in any respect, and I could
have easily listened to just the
three of them for the rest of the
evening. On bass was George
Farmer, a steady hand who provided a great foundation for the
music to build on, as well as traditional, but thoughtful solos.
Drums were played by Will Terril,
who seamlessly transitioned from
beat to beat and provided some
very creative solos, sometimes
using every drum he had, sometimes only using one - all to great
effect. At times, the drums would
participate in a call and response
with another instrument - rarely
seen and difficult to pull off due to
the drums not having "notes" to
play, yet Terril managed graceful-

For me though, the high point
of the show was pianist Nick
Rolff. From the first track to the
last, he consistently amazed me
(and sometimes Golson too!) with
what he was able to do with the
music. While others soloed, he
would slip little accents under
their melodies, sometimes expected, sometimes not, always catalyzing the music into something
greater. When it came time for his
own solo, he didn't blow anyone
away - not at first. His playing
was confident, one hand would
often rest off the keys as the other
worked, then come straight back
to the right keys, then bounce to

the next keys. He didn't slide back
and forth to find a the right note,
and he didn't have to. He played
exactly what he wanted, a note
here, a note there. Like all great
pianists, he knows that the piano
is a percussion instrument, and his
playing exhibited that. This doesn't mean he never played a solo
melody; when he did, it was brilliant, nearly experimental at
times, other times purely fluid, but
always intense, raw musicality. As
he played, I would expect a certain melody (despite it being
"improvisation," in lesser musicians it's usually a predictable
form). When I heard something
unexpected (and this happened
often), my first thought was
"huh?" Without fail, after a few
more notes, the thought was
replaced by a "WOW" as the solo
turned to an infinitely more beautiful and incredibly clever new
path. That's musical talent, solos
that made you think to comprehend them, yet literally took your
breath away when you "got"
them, and I expect (and hope) to
hear more of Rolff in the future.
It's always a treat to watch a
master at his art, and this show
was no exception. It's also a treat
to see a master in the making, and
Nick Rolff didn't disappoint. That
this happened here in Hartford,
only minutes from campus, is
icing on the cake. Thank you,
Artists Collective.

Spring Weekend T-Shirt Sales at Mather
This week (4/18 - 4/21)
Monday and Wednesday Lunch (124)and Dinner
(5:30-7) Tuesdayand Thursday Dinner (5:30-7)
Shirts are $5 each and there is a limited quantity so
don't wait!!!
And don't forget to get your Spring Weekend Tickets
all next week at the Office of Campus life located
near the T-Card deposit machines in Mather.

The tickets are

for Trinity Students and $25 for
their guests.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
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6:30 p.m. -April 22
Fueled by Ramen tour: Fallout Boy,
Silverstein, Academy Is, Gym Clas
Heros, These Green Eyes

APRIL
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Ford Five Hundred Tuscan Sun Festival
Tour
8 p.m. April 19
The Rite of Spring
7:30p.m.ApriM9, 20
The Culture War - Decency? Values? Family?
Religion?
7:30 p.m. April 22

3 p.m. - April 24
Overkill, Cortez (ex III Nino and
GSoul), Caidema, Fall of Eve,
Headwrench, Suicide Dream, Zodiak,
Dogfish, Silent Charge,
Earthset

6 p.m. - April 23
The Recieving End of Sirens,
Hot Rod Circuit, Circa Survive,
As Tall As Lion, Driving In
Silence

Connecticut Gay men's Chorus presents
Thoroughly Wicked Hairspray
8 p.m. April 23
The Musical Tale of Peter Rabbit
1 p.m. April 24
4 p.m. April 24

Classifieds
Students Wanted Part Time Summer/Fall
Seeking reliable people interested in
working with a 4 year old with
developmental delays (autism).
Work with child in his home in a behavioral
therapy program using applied behavioral
analysis (ABA) in West Hartford, CT. ABA is
a one-on-one teaching method using
discrete trials. Each session is 3 hours and
most people do 2 or 3 sessions/week.
Hours are flexible. All training provided.
This is an excellent opportunity to gain
real" experience with a special-needs child.
Rate $10/hr. Flexible hours, must have reliable transportaion. If interested please call
(860)236-1190.
****Ticket Sale**** Lenny Kravitz <
the Oakdale,** Nelly @ Madison Square
Garden**, **Alicia Keys @ Radio City
Music Hall**.- Any Sports Events or
Broadway shows look us up online at
BTTickets.com or call us at 1 -888-RD Yanks!
Students, Faculty: Advertise in Classifieds.
Looking for babysitters or someone to rake
your leaves? Want to sell furniture or appliances from your dorm room? Job offerings? Include your ad in our classified section for just 30 cents a word. E-mail
enquiries to tripod@trincoll.edu

Chapel Happenings
TUESDAY-April 19
4:30-5 p.m.Pre-concert reception for Twilight
Tuesdays - Friendship Chapel
5-6 p.m. Twilight Tuesday with guest recitalist
Herman Jordaan, South African concert
organist and winner St. Alban's Int'l
Organ Competition - free to the Trinity
College community.
9:30 p.m.BANQUET, a student led prayer service
- Chapel
WEDNESDAY-April 20
12 p.m. Roman Catholic Mass-Crypt
Chapel
4 p.m. Sacrament of Reconciliation. (RC) Verger's Room
5 p.m. Carillon Lessons
6 p.m.. Change Ringing Lessons
THURSDAY-April 21
12 p.m. Centering Prayer (RC) - Verger's Room
6:30 p.m.Quran Class - Verger's Room
6:30 p.m.Zen Meditation - Crypt Chapel

FRIDAY-April 22
1:05 p.m.Muslim Prayers - Verger's Room
SUNDAY-April 24
5:15 p.m. Vespers Service, in the Chapel
Music by Chapel Singers
Sermon by Anne Bonner-Stewart,
Seminarian
6:05 p.m.Holy Eucharist - Crypt Chapel
9:30 p.m.Recitation of the Rosary - Friendship
Chapel .
10 p.m. Roman Catholic Mass
MONDAY-April 25
7:30 p.m.Peace Fellowship Meditation - Crypt
Chapel
TUESDAY-April 26
9:30 p.m.BANQUET, a student led prayer service
- Chapel

Please visit our Web site at: wvvw.trincoll.edu/chapel for worship service schedules and further
information on Chapel events.

Victoria Kong'05

4 p.m.
Thursday, April 21, 2005
McCook Hall 305
Speaking Truth to Power: immigrant Parents,
Progressive Educators, and the Politics of Change
in an Urban School
Andrea Dyrness
Assistant Professor of Educational Studies, Trinity College

Professor Dyrness will present a portion of her dissertation
research, based on her ethnographic fieldwork with Latino
immigrant parents in Oakland, California. As part of this project, she helped form a participatory research team called
madres Unidas (Mothers United), whose efforts resulted in a
parent leadership and training center, as well as a video documentary recording their activism.

Earth Day is just around the comer. On April 22, students can expect to be
seeing "biodegradable flatware and containers in the Cave and Bistro, fair trade coffee
available around campus, green energy for the entire college, organic and local food in
the dining halls, the birth of our very own food scrap compost pile at the Life Science
Center, and the planting of the '2005 Earth Day Tree' dogwood next to the Williams
Building." All of these events were funded by the lovely folks at Chartwells, the SGA,
Staples, and Tom's of Maine.
With the philosophy of "think globally, act locally" Victoria Kong organized her own
environmental activist group at Trinity called Green Campus. After four years, many
goals have come into fruition. For example, just this month Green Campus has been
able to reduce cafeteria food waste by 33 percent, and has set up a clever program to
reduce waste at Gallows, Peter B's, and the Underground. Bring in a re-useable mug
or tumbler and you'll receive a 25 cent discount off of your purchase. Fighting issues
such as improving our campus's recycling system; reducing food waste at the Mather
Dining Hall; supplying biodegradable cups for the Greeks, green energy, and providing extra recycling bins around Vernon Street for Homecoming Weekend, Vickie's
group has tackled it all.
Before the year is over, Green Campus will also be doing a Clean Plate Project finale.
Look out for a raffle at the Mather Dining Hall, and again the much-adored candy
reward system. Also, Vickie says for those who want to show their support, "stickers
that encourage environmental responsibility will be handed out with phrases such as
'Turn off Lights,' 'Conserve Energy,' 'Celebrate Earth Day,' and "I support renewable
energy.'" Vickie is majoring in Political Science with three minors: environment and
hunfen values, and two language concentrations in German and Chinese.
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Conditions Prove Ideal For Rowers Baseball
Women's Varsity Eight Defend Top Spot in Nation Against Four in Worcester.
continued from page 20
Varsity Four crew placed fourth behind
UNH and two WPI boats.
Trinity's number-one ranked Women's
crew was similarly dominant, with each of
its eights winning by a substantial margin.
Trinity moved from fourth in the national
polls at the outset of the season, to the top
of the Division E l Collegiate Rowing
Coaches Association/USRowing poll rankings after beating then number-one Smith
on April 9.
"Both boats won by open water," said
Katie Benfield '07, who strokes the
women's TV boat. The lake was "flat with a
light tail wind," Benfield added about the
idealness of the conditions.
The women's varsity boat finished with
a time of 7:03.3, stroked by first-year
Lauren Massimino and coxed by Straith
Schreder '05. Bates trailed by just over 25
seconds. "I thought it felt really good," said
Katie Gordon '07, who rows 3 seat in the
women's Varsity boat.
Gordon thinks the team's success lies
in a few different areas: "Our strengths are
in our sprints; we've never not moved in a
sprint ... and we've worked on certain
phrases we respond well to" with the
coxswains.
The Second Varsity Eight, coxed by
Jaunelle Chapman '07 also took open
water, coming in fifteen seconds ahead of
Bates at 7:14.8. The Novice boat, which
rowed its 2k in 7:29.3, won by almost half
a minute. The Varsity Four came in fourth
against Holy Cross and two Conn. College
fours.
..-.--,
Trinity moved from fourth place to the
top of the Division III Collegiate Rowing

Coaches Association/USRowing poll rankings after beating then-number one Smith
on April 9. Gordon was pleased with
Trinity's number one ranking: "It feels
awesome and it feels like our work over the
winter paid off, but we're trying not to let it
get to our heads because we have to keep
that and defend it," she said. "We know
that [Smith is] fighting."
"The lanes were up,-so that was exciting to row in," said Thea Gilbert '07. For
the rowers, who keep eyes in the boat at all
times as they propel themselves backwards
through the water, the buoys are the only
indication of their progress other than their
coxswain's voice. With 500 meters left in
the race, the white buoys change to orange,

which can be an effective motivation to finish strong.
The Women's Varsity boat also scrimmaged against Ithaca later in the day, a race
they lost by 1.7 seconds. The Bantams
were not too disappointed about their performance, however, as they were testing
themselves against some serious competition. Ithaca's women's crew is the defending NCAA Division m Champion.
"It was very solid racing, it was a good
thing to get under their belt a.good confidence builder," said Julie Madsen, the
Women's Novice coach. "Bates usually
doesn't get faster until New Englands and
ECACs," championship races at the end of
the Spring season.

www.trincoll.edu

Both Men's and Women's crew teams continued their dominance this weekend.

Now 8-1 in

League Flay
continued from page 20
hard in the weight room to keep ourselves
ready ... everyone just wants to be better
and is totally committed."
The finale of the series against Colby
saw the Bantams again jump out to a lead
and never look back. Fries again collected
two hits in the game and Tim Cleary '06 hit
his first career home run to lead the
Bantams to another win, this time 9-0. The
winning pitcher for Trinity was Joe
Westcott '05 who struck out five and
walked none to earn the win.
While this weekend's wins against
Colby are record padders, the Bantams
need to think about the future soon. Next
weekend, the Bantams will play their last
NESCAC-East series against division
leader Tufts.
The downside to playing all the League
games earlier in the season is that if the
Bantams cannot win the series against
Tufts, they cannot control whether or not
they can win the division.
But the attitude of the team is that winning the division is not what counts, it's
getting into the NESCAC Tournament that
matters and Trinity has almost guaranteed
itself of that goal by beating up on the rest
of the league.
Said Rappaport, "We don't care who
we play in the tournament. As long as
we're in, it doesn't really matter because
we'll take on anybody and we'll sure be a
tough team to beat."

TRIBUTES
Trinity College First Year Program &
Community Learning Initiative
Invite you to join faculty, students and area
children to participate in

The Ultimate Tribute
r
S
I
i

April 19th, 2005 7:00PM
Washington Room, Mather Hail

d

The Ultimate Tribute is about all our children
and the hatred and indifference so many of
them continue to face.

TOTCOUMttWIfOB'.Cr

We plan to give out free Tribute scripts to
anyone interested in trying this unique
community service mentoring program.

COMING TOGETHER
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Men's Tennis
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PETER DACEY

pointing loss" of the week, victo- match was at the second spot,
ries in the number one singles and where Ramsey lost 4-6, 6-4, 2-6.
The past week saw plenty of doubles matches were not enough Marsden again won, this time 6-4,
action for the Men and Women's for an overall team win. 6-2, and senior co-captain Jimmie
Tennis teams, but unfortunately, it Sophomore Brian Marsden was Ames won by edging in his first
was positive for only one of them. very strong, going 6-3, 6-2, and set, 7-6, before taking control and
The women's team posted an teaming with freshman Brett winning his second set 6-0. The
impressive underdog victory on Ramsey in doubles for an 8-3 tri- Bantams lost the Williams match
their home court against MIT, umph. Jonathan McLernan '07 despite again winning the doubles
while the men's team struggled won in three sets, 6-0, 4-6, 6-0, points. Marsden and Ramsey won
through some tough-luck losses.
but the rest of the team struggled 8-1, while Tom Dolan '08 and
in the singles matches, losing in Dan Mems '06 also won 8-1.
the second through fifth spots.
Men's Tennis
The schedule was not kind to
The deciding match was jun- the Bantams after two tough lossThe men's team began the ior co-captain Jon Hart, who lost es as they traveled to powerhouse
week by traveling to Amherst, the in three sets, 4-6, 7-5, 3-6. Only Middlebury to attempt to snap
eight-ranked team in the region. two days later, the Bantams were their losing streak.
In what Head Coach Paul again edged 4-3, at home against
On the 6-1 lost, Assaiante said
Assaiante called "the only disap- Williams. This time, the deciding Middlebury "showed why they
are the [defending] national
champs."
As usual, the Marsden paced
the team with a victory in his singles match and again teamed with
Ramsey to take their doubles
match as well. Ramsey was not
as fortunate in his own singles
match and was edged 6-4,7-5.
The Bantams are currently
ranked 21st in the nation and
sixth in the Northeast, and with an
8-4 overall record and a threegame losing streak to boot.
The team will close the regular season next Thursday at home
against a solid Bates team.
Thursday's match could very well
determine the Bantam's postseason status in the NESCAC
Tournament at Amherst. "Our
Chuck Pratt
goal to begin the year was to
Despite their recent losing streak, the men are still 21 st in the nation.
SPORTS WRITER

Upcoming Events

U-

Tues Apr. 19
Baseball @ Amherst
Softball vs. Amherst (4:00 p.m.)
£olf @ WSC/Sterling Golf Club
"' Thurs Apr. 2 7
->:
ik
Men's Tennis vs. Bates (3:00 p.m.)

en

o
GO

FriApr. 22
Baseball vs. Tufts (3:00 p.m.)
Golf @ Wfltiams
Men's Tennis @ Amherst (NESCAC
Championships)
Sat Apr. 23
Baseball vs. Tufts-DH (12:00 p.m.)
Softball vs. Tufts-DH (1:00 p.m.)
Men's Lacrosse vs. Middlebury
(1:00 p.m.)
Women's Lacrosse @ Colby
Men's Tennis @ Amherst (NESCAC
Championships)
Women's Tennis @ Smith
Men's & Women's Crew @ Wesleyan &
Conn. College

Chuck Pratt

Co-captain Brittany Ohvine '05 defeated her M.I.T. foe in three sets.
make the NCAA Regionals. If we 2,6-0 and 6-0,2-6,7-6 respectivecan take care of business on ly. Brenna Driscoll '08 followed
Thursday, we can achieve that suit in the third position, 6-4, 6-0,
goal," noted Assaiante.
and
sophomore
Lindsay
Ruslander, playing the sixth and
Women's Tennis
final singles match, took out her
opponent 6-4,6-1. The victory was
After a long respite, the wrapped up when the teams of
Women's Tennis team looked Dreyfus and Olwine and Driscoll
sharp this past Saturday against a and Ruslander won their matches.
higher-ranked M.I.T. team. The
Trinity's women upped their
women's last matches were April record to 5-7-1 and are ranked 11th
3 in which they lost to Bowdoin. in the Northeast along with four
However, the past was far behind other teams in the mid-season
them, and when facing the eight- rankings. Next week, the Bantams
ranked team in the region, the try to get back to .500 to end the
Bantams met the challenge.
season and will travel to Smith
The Bantams swept the top College. Then the the following
three singles matches, and led by Wednesday they will close the regsenior co-captains Diana Dreyfus ular season at home against
and Brittany Olwine, who won 6- Babson.

Dominant Pitching, Still
Seeking Run Support
continued from page 20

Waterville, Maine to play a NESCAC doubleheader against the Colby College White
Mules. Trinity dropped the opener 5-2 but
won the second game thanks to a two-hit
shutout performance by Dougherty on the
mound. Not only did Dougherty pitch an
impressive game without walking a single
batter, but she also doubled and tripled at
the plate to lead the Bantams to a much
needed 7-0 win.
Laura Watson '06, Alessandra
Diamantis '07, and tri-captain Paige
Blumer '05 each had two hits for Trinity in
the second game win. Hills had three hits
for the Bantams in the first game.
"In these Colby games, especially the
second game, we knew what we needed to

get done and we did it," stated Raffa. "We
suffered from errors in the first game of the
doubleheader but we came back in full
force to shut them out and win the second
game. We felt good about how we played
that day."
The Bantams are now 10-11 overall
and 2-2 in the league, while the White
Mules move to 7-10 overall and also 2-2 in
the league.
The Bantams have two important
league games coming up this Saturday
against Tufts University at Campus Field.
"So far it seems as though most of the
NESCAC teams are pretty equal in talent."
Raffa said. "When we're playing up to our
potential, we are definitely capable of beating any team that we're put up against."

Students Fly Cheaper
summer travel study abroad, & more
Sample airfares from Hartford to:

Sample airfares from Boston to:

St. Louis

$163

Calgary

$274

Charlotte

$168

London

. $276

Dallas

$201

Rome

$418

Miami

$208

Belize City

$522

^ to US dnrt.Jon.mdto*»»„*<•»«•*, M l

ennis @ Amherst (NES
mpionships)

StudentUniverse.com
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Rock Cats Give Baseball Fans Another Option
JON SIMONIAN

and sunny, getting to a game can be quite a
problem.
The annual rites of spring are upon us
Living in Hartford doesn't make it easy
and along with the NBA Playoffs, Campus to get to either metropolis and the amount
Golf and people tanning on the quad, of time, energy and money put into getting
Baseball is back! Now others might be from Summit St to 161st and River Ave. or
more excited to root for their favorite team as the case may be Yawkey Way almost
than I am this year - unfortunately they takes all the fun away from the game.
will have to wait for at least another half- Enter the City of New Britain.
century for Championship number seven —
While the majority of Trinity students
but I am eager to get out to the stadium, only know New Britain as Har' Hit'n New
sharpen my pencil and go watch a ball Bri'en they might be surprised to learn that
game from the stands.
they also have their very own Minor
Now like most students at Trinity, I am League Baseball team. Yes, the New
either a Yankees' or Red Sox fan - take your Britain Rock Cats'are a member of the
guess as to which one. But early in the sea- Eastern League and are the Double-A affilson, while classes are still painstakingly in iate of the Minnesota Twins.
session while three feet from my chair on
Some might cringe at the words Minor
the other side of the wall it's a glorious 62 League, but the reality is that the quality is
similar if not the same as the Show. The
difference in terms of the class of the play
is that the Minors consist of the players on
their way to the Show.
In five years, you might hear of a pitcher named Colby Miller in the Twins organization, but I saw him pitch seven dominant, scoreless innings last week against
the Harrisburg Senators.
New Britain has loads of advantages
over New York or Boston, the least of
which is the time commitment. For a 6:05
game, I left Trinity at 5:30 and got to the
Stadium in time to get a pretzel before the
first pitch was thrown. Try doing that
before a Yankee's or Red Sox game and no
matter how early you leave, you'll never
make it into your seats before there are two
out in the bottomof the first.
The atmosphere in New Britain
www.rockcats.com
Stadium is much cozier too. I walked right
down to my seat in the fourth row on the
Colby Miller is a top pitching prospect
SPORTS EDITOR

www.rockcats.com

New Britain Stadium is smaller and more intimate than any Major League Park.
first base side and was no further than 20 lar program and four dollars for a hot dog
feet from home plate. Even if you do hap- and a soda and you've got a great evening
pen to get extremely lucky and score box of baseball for under $20 a person.
seats at Yankee Stadium, you're still thirty
The point is that you don't have to
feet from anywhere that matters. New completely abandon the idea of going to
Britain Stadium was small enough to hear see a ballgame during the semester just
the little league team behind me singing the because Trinity is in Hartford. Just think
taunt everybody shouted when they were smaller and you'll get the picture. The
seven or eight "... we want a pitcher, not a smaller venue of New Britain also brings
belly itcher ... pitcher's got a big butt ..." you back to a purer time in Baseball's hisand on.
tory when nobody made $20 million a year'
But I haye to say that the most drastic for hitting the ball over the fence 70 times
difference between the Rock Cats and the a year.
Yankees is the price. The best seats in New
For more information about the New
Britain cost $10. You can't even sit in the Britain Rock Cats, schedules, promotion
bleachers at Yankee Stadium for $10 any- dates and ticket information, visit
more. Add the ticket price with a three dol- wwwxockcats.com.

We Accept
Hawk Cash

CHEESE PIZZA
14" Medium $8.99
16" Large $10.99
Additional Toppings: $1.00 on med. $1.30 on large
Bacon
Anchovies Sroccoli
Eggplant
Gariic
Hamburger Cherry peppers
Olivees
Mushrooms Onions
Pepperoni
Peppers
Ricotta
Sausage
Spinach
Tomatoes

SHEET PAN PIZZA $16.99

SIDE ORDERS
WINGS (Mild, Hot,BBQ)
(10)
5 99
MOZZARELLA STICKS.
(8) .
5 50
CHICKEN FINGERS
5 50
GARLiC BREAD WITH CHEESE
(16")
3 25
FRIES
2 25
FRIES/CHEESE...
299
ONION RINGS . . . .
2 25
CINNAMON STICS
*
3 99
BREAD STICKS
'.'.'.'.".
2.99
CHIPS • •
7 . 7 . . 50

Additional toppings $2.00 each (4 HOURS NOTICE PLEASHI)

CITY PIZZA SPECIALTIES

GRINDERS r «
COOKED SALAMI
PASTRAMI
GENOA
HAM.
TURKEY
PEPPERONI
ROAST BEEF
TUNA

$4.75 . . . . $3.50
4.75
9.50
4.75
9.50
4.75.
. 9.50
4.75
. 9.50
4.75.
.9.50
4.75.
. 9.50
4.75.
.9.50
COMBO (2 kinds of above).
4.75
9.50
EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA
. " 4.75
9.50
CHICKEN CUTLET .
4.75. .
9.50
CHICKEN PARMIGIANA
. 4.75
9.50
VEAL PARMIGIANA
4.75
9.50
VEAL CUTLET
._
4.75
9.50
STEAK/CHESSE
4.75
9.50
MEATBALLS
4.75 . . . . . 9.50
SAUSAGE . .'.'.'.'. '.".' 7 7 \ \ ' '.'.". 4.75
9.50
Fish
4.75
9.50
B.L.T.
4.75 .
.9.50
VEGGIE/CHEESE
... .
4.75
9.50
ITALIAN
.7.7.7.7.7. 4.99
9.98

SALADS
CHICKEN SALAD.
,$6.25
Chicken breast, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes
olives and cucumbers.
CHEF SALAD
$5.99
Ham, turkey, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, cucumbers,
green peppers and olives.
ANTiPASTO
.$5,99
Salami, pepperoni, cheese, mushrooms, eggplant,
cucumbers, olives, green peppers and lettuce. Tomatoes
TUNA SALAD
$5.99
Tuna, lettuce, cheese, tomatoes, olives and cucumbers.
GREEK SALAD
$5.99
Feta cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, green peppers.
CAESAR SALAD
$5.75
With Chicken Breast
^.-$7.75
TOSSED SALAD.
U r g e $4.99. .Small $2.25
French, Blue Cheese, Ranch, Thousand island, Italian,
;
Creamy Italian, Greek, Caesar, Lite Italian
Extra Dressing
40

DESSERT
i
Cheese Cake $2.25. . . . ..'. : . \i .CarrotCake., $2:99
Chocolate Cake

$3.25

HOUSE SPECIAL

HARTFORD

MED $11.99 LARGE $15.99

Sausage, meatbali, pepperoni, mushroom, onibns.peppers.
CHICKEN PESTO

498B FARMINGTON AVENUE

FREE DELIVERY 74e Sett pi***fa*74e g&t

With $7.00 Minimum Purchase

basted in Pesto sauce

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Mo - Thr. - 11am.- 2am
Fri. - Sat. - 11am - 3am
Sunday - 12noon - 2am.

236-2616

SHRIMP PESTO

MED $12.99

LARGE $15.99

Fresh Mozzarelia, shrimp and sliced tomatoes
basted in Pesto sauce.
W H I T E PIE
MED $10.99 . LARGE $12.99
Fresh Mozzarelfa, romano cheese, garlic, parsley,
oregano and olive oil.

Fried Chicken & Seafood

Fried Shrimp
Fish & Chips
4 Pieces Fried Chicken.

MED $12.99 LARGE $15.99

Fresh mozzarella, fresh chicken and sliced tomatoes

7.95
7.95
7.95

WHITE CLAM . . .

;

MED. $10.99. . LARGE $12.99

Baby clams, romano cheese, garlic, parsley, oregano
and olive oil.
RANCH CHICKEN . . . MED $12.99

Served with coleslaw & French Fries

LARGE $15.99

Fresh Mozzarella, fresh chicken, garlic, onions

"T
a Large Cheese
I COMBO SPECIAL
I Buy
with one Topping and get a
I Large Cheese 10 Wings
I Second Large Cheese for
i 2(Fingers)
Uter Soda $ 1 5 . 9 9 J
i
$6.99
p.
Large Chesse
2 LITER SODA
I
I
with any Large Cheese Pizza 1
Pizza
I
1
FREE
••
$2.00 OFF
f

L

1
I
1

$1.00 OFF
Medium Cheese Pizza
or 2 Cans of Soda

FREE

b1
i
I

tomatoes, basted in ranch dressing.

\

HAWAIIAN

§

Pineapple and ham.

§

I

1

I
1

»J

Buy 16" Giant
Grinder and Get 1 BAG
of CHIPS & 1 Can Soda

FREE

MED $11.99 . . . LARGE $14.99

I
1
1

PASTA AND DINNERS
SPAGHETTI ORZITl WITH SAUCE
$6.50
SPAGHETTI OR ZITi WITH MEATBALLS . . . 7.99
SPAGHETTI OR ZITI WITH SAUSAGE .
7.99
EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA . 7.7.99
CHICKEN PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA
9 95
VEAL PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA . .
7.99
BAKED ZITI
• 7 99
STUFFED SHELLS . . .
7 99

MEATRAVIOLLi .
CHEESE RAVIOLI

.

7.99
.7.7.7.7.99

Includes salad and roll

Coupon can'! be combined with any other offer. Must mention coupons when ordering
BEVERAGES Coke, Orange, Sprite, Lemonade, Pepsi
Snappfe, Water, Orahgina, Appie Juice & Orange Juice

Calzones

..... $5.99

Made fram fresh dough and fified with mo2zarena**iesseandatouc*otricoaa.

Each additional item.
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Pitching Staff Leads Bantams to Sweep of Golby
JON SIMONIAN

SPORTS EDITOR
Trinity's Baseball team has been on a
tear of late. Actually, they have been on a
tear from the beginning of the year and
their great play has not intention of slowing
down or stopping anytime soon. The
Bantams again deposed of all their competition last week and by Saturday afternoon
had recorded their seventh straight win.
The Bantams started the slate of games
with a non-conference match-up against
Western Connecticut in Danbury on
Tuesday. Fresh off a four game sweep of
Bates and Bowdoin over the weekend, the
Bantams, ranked first in New England and
fourth in the nation, overpowered the
Colonials to the tune of a 5-3 win.
The star of the game was Bantam outfielder Robert O'Leary '05 who got the
Bantams rolling in the second inning with a
three-run home ran. Starting pitcher Chris
Rodday 05 gave up two runs in the bottom
of the third innings to make the score 3-2.
But in the very next frame, Trinity's
senior co-captain and third baseman Jeff
Natale - who was voted NESCAC Player
of the Week for April 11 — continued his hot
streak and clutch hitting by driving in
O'Leary with a double. The Bantams
scored their fifth run on a sacrifice fly in
the eighth iff make the final score 5-3.
Rodday received a no decision as he

their division. Going into the weekend,
Trinity was in second place in the division
at 5-1.
From the very beginnings of the series,
it was easy to tell that the Bantams would
have very few problems sweeping all three
games from the Mules and they followed
through with precision, taking all three
games by a combined score of 26-3.
Friday's game saw another offensive
explosion by the Bantams who torched the
Mules pitchers for 18 hits and 12 runs over
the contest. Junior starter Greg Talpey
gave up only one run in seven innings and
struck out eight and was credited with the
win. Co-captain Andrew Fries '05 reached
base safely in each plate appearance, going
three for three with two walks.
Saturday's doubleheader was much of
the same for Trinity. In the first game,
Rappaport allowed one run in the first
game over seven innings to get the win.
Chuck Pratt The offensive pop was produced by freshTrinity outscored Colby 26-3 in their three games over the weekend.
man Chandler Barnard who pounded out
gave way to the bullpen in the fifth inning who step in once and a while produce when three hits including a home run that led to
an easy 5-1 win. Rappaport struck out four
and lefty Matt Krant '06 pitched three and they get their chance."
a third scoreless innings to record the win.
The weekend held a completely differ- and allowed only one walk in the game for
Tim Kieley '07 recorded the save aftersur- ent agenda for the Bantams as they were his fifth win-.
viving a bases loaded jam in the ninth.
"All our guys [the pitchers] are workvisited by NESCAC-East division rivals
Sophomore right-hander Jon Rappaport the Colby White Mules on Friday for one ing really hard this year," Rappaport said
said, "We've got a lot of depth at every game and on Saturday for a doubleheader. later. "We're all really serious and working
position. We all like each other, our chem- The series against Colby was the third of
istry is good so that helps too. But the guys four sets the Bantams will play against
see BASEBALL on page 17

Softball Ends Skid with Win at Colby Crew Team
Dominates
Opponents

by allowing only one hit and recording five game which may have contributed to the
strikeouts in three innings of work. Coast loss.
On April 12, the Softball team hosted Guard senior Heidi Miller led the offense,
"Coast Guard is a solid team," said
the Teikyo Post University Eagles in their hitting a two-run homer deep over the cen- Raffa. "They are definitely beatable, but
fourth "home game of the season. The terfield fence in the fifth inning.
our bats were too quiet." The Bantams
Eagle pitchers combined to pitch a three-hit
Stacey Hills '07 had two hits including dropped to 9-10 for the year with its second
shutout, leading their team to a 2-0 win a double in the losing effort for the straight loss, while the Bears improved to
over the Bantams.
Bantams, while Dougherty was credited
15-9.
Trinity kept the game close due in large with the loss, pitching into the sixth, allowThis weekend, the team traveled to
part to the pitching of tri-captain right-han- ing six hits and four earned runs. The
der Tori Moshier '06, who allowed only Bantams also committed two errors in the
see DOMINANT on page 18
five hits in the loss. Sara Dougherty '07
I
had two hits for the Bantams including a
double in the fourth inning. The game was
tied at zero until the fourth inning when
Post scored and run to make it 1-0. They
" scored again in the fifth inning for the winning margin.
With this loss, Trinity is now .500 on
the season with a 9-9 record and Post
moves to 10-9. "Post was another good
team," said Dena Raffa '06. "We played
5.*••*•.'••
- "
great defense in that game but we just
weren't able to put the bat on the ball when
we needed to. They are a Division II team
though so we can't be too disappointed
with our performance."
Two days later the Bantams facedthe
visiting United States Coach Guard
Academy Bears at home. The Coast Guard
pitchers combined on a three-hit shutout to
lead their team to a 4-0 win over Trinity.
The starting pitcher for Coast Guard
was dominant over four innings, allowing
Chuck Pratt
only two hits while striking out eight. The
bullpen took care of the rest for the Bears Alessandra Diamantis '07 had two hits in the win against Colby on Saturday.
CAT HAHER

-

SPORTS WRITER

Read about how the
men's and women's
tennis teams did this
week on page 18

INSIDE SPORTS
Get this week's schedule
of games on page r8

Finish reading about the
Crew wins on page 17

JOANNA HECHT
OPINIONS EDITOR
Trinity dominated the waters of Lake
Quinsigamond this past weekend, with
Bantam boats, both men's and women's,
winning all eights races. The Men took on
Worcester Polytechnic Institute, Coast
Guard, University of New Hampshire, and
Bates, on flat water with a slight tail wind.
The varsity boat, stroked by Peter
Graves '07 and coxed by Bracknell Baker
'05, completed its 2k course in 6:04:20,
seven seconds ahead of second-place Coast
Guard.
The Second Varsity Eight blew its competition out of the water, registering a time
of 6:10.2 - a time that beat the secondplace finisher of the first varsity race.
There were five or six boat lengths of
open water between Trinity JV and Coast
Guard JV, which clocked in at 6:32.51.
"It felt pretty good," said Peter Gleason
'07, seven seat in the JV boat. "I think our
second thousand was a little slower but we
continued to walk away the entire time."
The Men's Novice Eight's time was
close behind those of the upperclassmen
boats, crossing the finish line at 6:11.7. The
see CONDITIONS on page 17

Read about our editor's trip to a Minor
League baseball game
on page 19

